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ETTLE FIVE 
from Jackie Causgrove, 6828 Alpine Avenue, 
#4, Cincinnati, OH 45236. Available for 
Letters of Comment, editorial whim, or 660 
in cash or postage stamps. ETTLE is on a 
quarterly schedule; thisish Sept. 1985, but 
due to the Holiday season, nextish most 
likely won’t be sent out until January ’86.
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The way one reads a fanzine—or say, a magazine—re
flects the interest the reader has in the various parts 
that make up the whole. My habit is to skim an issue 
until I reach the letter column, read it, then return 
to the rest of the zine to see what new is being added 
to whatever it is that forms the personality of the 
zine to ny mind's eye. The Locol forms a bridge be
tween issues; ccnmenting on, reminding one about, what 
vent on before. Locols help set the zine in context, 
as it were, and aid in uniting a string of issues into 
a sort of fabric that is different from all others.

Since I read fanzines in that fashion, it makes sense 
for me to produce a zine in a pattern that suits ny 
reading habits. Therefore I've decided to start off 
each ETILE with the comments on the preceding issue. 
With that policy in mind, let's begin with
a segment—the title for which I'm borrowing from an 
earlier zine I did—called...

F E E D B A C K T A L K
PAUL SKELTON — 25 Bowland Close, Offerton, Stockport, 

Cheshire, SK2 5NW, UNITED KINGDOM. 
June 26, 1985

You Rotting Swine, You!!! I said I wasn't going to 
talk about TAFF, certainly not keeping the pot boiling 
in fanzines. I only LoCed because you said you were 
terminating the discussion, so I thought I could give 
you feedback whilst not giving the mixture another 
stir. And then you go and publish the fucker!

Well Mom, you certainly stepped back from the specific 
details in summing up what is wrong with MtU fan
dom today. Dare I suggest that perhaps you stepped 
too far back? After all, nobody can disagree this 
time, can they? (Knowing fans, I guess that's a silly 
question.) however , I doubt that anyone will make 
the connections required to transfer their actions of 
recent months into the situation in a manner that casts 
themselves in a bad light. A good piece, though. Well 
thought out, well planned, well constructed, and very 
nicely reasoned -- the sort of piece that requires a 
lot more behind-the-scenes work than is superficially 
evident.

Changing the subject — one word of advice. Don't try 
typing the lettercolumn heading when your stutter is 
so bad. I know it can come on when one is under stress.

Take a few deep breaths to calm yourself, type Et- 
tle's Feedback', and get on before they know what's 
hit them. To get semi-serious for a moment, I do dis 
like this type of ' Heading By Repetition'. It seems 
to me it is absolutely, 1007. analogous to a record 
getting stuck in a single 
you want to be pedantic, 
drives me round the bend, 
it irritates most people, 
supposed to be different? 
could enlighten me, eh?

groove, well, jumping if
When a record does this it 
It irritates me, and I bet 
Why is repetitive heading
Maybe you or Rob Hansen

The most glaring thing I noticed about the letter col
umn was the names of the people in it, or rather the 
names of the people not in it. I mentioned in a re
cent letter that what I see as one of the worst ef
fects of all the recent unpleasantness has been a 
drawing of lines, a taking of sides. Fandom is now 
made up of various Twiltcne Maginot Lines, and the 
good aspects of fanzine fandom — the creativity and 
the good fanzines — are dying in the NoMan'sLand be
tween them. Fandom is losing its point of focus.
You either stand in one camp and see everything from 
one point of view, or stand in another and see every
thing from that perspective. There was a delightful 
(though probably poorly written) story on this theme 
many years ago in an old ASTOUNDING (if memory serves). 
To be vibrant and healthy, to get a reasonable world
view, fandom needs these viewpoints in the same camp.

On these lines, I was saddened to hear that [two fan- 
writers] had both pulled material from WARHOON, and, 
similarly, [another] had pulled material from TOLIER 
THAN THOU. When I read of that last, I thought to 
nyself, "Arsehole! Well, if you're going to be so 
petty, I'll pull my article from your fanzine!" Then 
I realized what I was thinking, put my brain cell 
back in, and slunk into the night.

The thing is, with this refusal to accept that other 
people can hold wildly different opinions from our
selves and still be perfectly sincere, we are sowing 
the seeds for fandom's destruction, or at least for 
very lean times. What we are saying is that ego is 
all important. Sod free exchange of ideas! Sod the 
right to hold conflicting opinions! Sod ability and 
creativity! What we are saying is that fandom is all 
about winning arguments by any means, and not about 
creativity or ability. The fact is that Dick Berger
on, whether you agree with his recent stances or dis



agree with them, is an excellent creative fan, pub
lishes a fine fanzine, and anyone who really cares 
about standards and excellence in one's fanac ought 
to be proud to appear in his fanzine. You don't have 
to agree with his every opinion in order to appreci
ate his qualities, for fuck's sakeJ What I want from 
fandotri is the option of pursuing my own correspond
ence as I wish. I will choose and make my own friends. 
From ay own fanzines, I want to see style, flair, 
ability, interesting concepts, and a free exchange of 
ideas. I don't want to see squabbling and everyone 
taking up politically correct stances.

It's supposed to be about enjoying yourself and hav
ing fun, isn't it? Anyone who is having fun in the 
current environment is a very sick person indeed. It 
didn't ought to be about taking sides. It ought to 
be about slinging the whole thing into a bin, of say
ing "Fucking Hell! How on Earth did we get onto this 
road? Let’s go back and get on the right one!" This 
road is the wrong road for everyone, it is the wrong 
road for fandom. I^et us get the fuck off it. All of 
us. Now.

The bad things about fandom aren't more important 
than the good things, are they?

This is not to say that one shouldn't take up ideas 
and issues that one feels are important, but when one 
discovers that it is impossible to arrive at a con
sensus, or to convince others, one should be prepared 
to put them down again. There will always be those 
who "...felt that the trees were a bad idea in the 
first place...", or however Douglas Adams phrased it.

§ Hold on therel Hold on there, I say! What I set 
down (In ETTLE THREE) was this; "If further comment 
on TAFF comes In, I will run It of course." Now 
where do you see the word "terminate" In that sen
tence? You commented; I ran It.n't! Being human, no 
one wishes to put themselves In a bad light. To do 
the opposite, though—put everyone who disagrees 
with you into a bad light—is a Il-too-human, too. 
I wish more people would step back and try to take 
In the larger view, but I realize that It simply 
isn't a facet of some people's natures. There are 
many Involved In the brouhaha that I thought of as 
absolute Jerks, so perhaps writing that piece was 
more for my own benefit that anyone else's. UH You 
choose the layout you like for your fanzine, I'll 
choose what I like for mine. Okay? HU I haven't 
noted any death rattle on the part of creativity in 
fandom lately. Of course I don't what the situa
tion Is In the UK, but entertaining fmz continue to 
show up over here. True, a few folk chose to pull 
material from other's zines because of their sore 
feelings, but that's any contributor's right, for 
whatever reasons. (Of course, when childish rea
sons are cited then other fans are entitled to 
snicker...It's nice to read you avoided that path.)

Feuds and arguments have amused fandom for ages,

MIKE SHOEMAKER —

Skel. The closer you are to the center of the storm 
the less funny you find the situation. Having been 
close enough to have my hair ruffled by the winds 
(*coff*), I must admit that even I found more than 
a few amusing moments during recent months. Yet I 
certainly don't view myself as being "sick". Toss
ing out that label was one of the trigger points of 
this whole mess, after all.... HU Some people re
sign themselves to Not Winning more readlily than 
others. And some fans have extremely tenacious 
memories. Even mild-mannered fen, like Harry Warner 
Jr. who still Is Irked about the casting out of a 
member of FAPA decades ago and belabors the point 
every bl-month In his zine for that apa,can feel 
that Principle supercedes Reasonableness on certain 
Issues. While I agree that there usually comes a 
point when cudgels should be dropped In the name of 
the Better Ghood, that point will vary from Indivi
dual to Individual. Where you may quit, where I may 
quit and where fans X, Y, and Z may quit are apt to 
be at utterly different places on the line that yet 
another fan feels Is already far too long. 5$

2123 Early St., Alexandria, VA 
22302. July 21, 1985

Thanks for continuing to send me ETILE — I do read 
them with interest — even though I haven't locced 
the first 3. The trouble is, if I may quote from a 
LoC to Dave Locke; "I’m in great synpathy with you... 
but if I said what I really thought, I'd be afraid of 
being Liable for libel." Also, since I have no inter
est in TAIT per se, there is even less reason to com- 
umt. My interest in ETTLE has steamed strictly from 
the observation of character.

Increasing fragmentation and specialization is charac
teristic of contemporary culture in general, so it's 
not surprising to see it in fandom. It's inevitable 
and probably desirable given the burgeoning fannish 
population. I am much in agreement with Bilan Earl 
Brown's comments on conventions and with most of Dave 
Yoder's letter. I loved your comment about not expec
ting an orchestra at a con or camping equipment in the 
huckster room, because, obviously, both examples are 
of interests that are close to my heart. But remem
ber how Discon II opened the convention with the Alex
andria Bagpipe and Drum Corps? It was wild and weird, 
but I remember that a lot of fans complained 'that 
does that have to do with science fiction?'

As you know, I've never been a con fan. 1 don't even 
go to Disclave anymore. I've skipped the last two be
cause none of my old friends come anymore — Mike 
Wood is dead, roost of the old N.Y. fans moved west, 
the Canadians don't come down anymore, Ned Brooks 
goes to another con which switched its date. Even 
before I stopped going, however, the decline of the 
huckster rooms was appalling. You know, huckster 
rooms used to be places where fans — not profession
al booksellers for the most part — sold used books, 
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duplicates, or things they no longer wanted, at rea
sonable, or even bargain, prices. It used to be a 
great place to meet, people and talk books — my favor
ite place at a con. The last time I went (83 Dis- 
clave) there were about 3 tables with used paperbacks 
and hardcovers, one table with outrageously priced 
rarities, half a dozen professional booksellers (god
damned virtual franchises from big retail stores) 
selling new stuff at retail prices, and the rest of 
the room was filled with armorers, trinket sellers, 
rug merchants, etc. The place was a joke. It's not 
even possible anymore for a casual fannish dealer to 
get a table, for the full-time professionals drive up 
the prices. Moreover, it appears that huckster rooms 
are now sold out in advance, even before convention 
flyers are circulated.

I've always appreciated the Disclave film programs 
enormously. A film program does not necessarily have 
to attract hordes of media fans. The trick is to pre
sent a completely esoteric program. This is what 
film buff Kim Weston did for years at Disclave, and 
it was great! But the powers that be finally reliev
ed him of the position because of the grumbling from 
the media fans ("Beauty and the Beast —duh. What’s 
dat. • .a monster movie? ) •

Since I've published just 14 issues of THE SHADOW
LINE in the last 10 years, I think I should address 
Brian Earl Brown's question "if they're small and 
still infrequent, what's the point to them?" The 
point is the present something of interest to a select 
audience, a worthwhile goal however infrequent the 
schedule. The point is not to make a mark on "fan 
dom", to reach a wide audience, to be timely, or any 
of the other usual goals associated with fanzines, 
which are all too often filled with trivial chatter 
and padding. For a long time now my guiding light 
has been a splendid quote from Epicurus: "I am writ
ing this not for the eyes of the many, but for yours 
alone: for each of us is audience enough for the 
other." Such an attitude is well-suited to coping 
with the modern expansion and fragmentation of fandom. 
The trick is to find a comfortable niche — a circle 
of friends with like interests — and to hell with 
the rest of fandom. This does not necessarily lead 
to stagnation in a fanzine. I've always had a circu
lation of about 70. I get a few new requests every 
year. I always honor them and send along a note ex
plaining that if the zine is of little interest to 
please tell me to drop them — no hard feelings, 
since I don't expect nor want everyone's approval. I 
can't afford deadwood in the form of uninterested 
readers. Some new readers stay on and some disap
pear. Since I occasionaly drop an old reader or two, 
the circulation remains stable while very gradually 
changing its composition.

§ I have fond memories of that thr11 ling opening to 
DISCON H’s masquerade, and wondered at the time 
about the complaints that there was no SF/F content 

In a bagpipe band. They were being used to set a 
level of excitement In an audience which was to 
view some spectacular and Innovative costumes done 
by fans. Their appearance brought nearly the en
tire audience to their feet In cheering, and set 
virtually every pulse apoundlng. Since It wasn’t 
a scheduled program Item, merely a diverting Intro
duction to one—which had more than enough SF/F 
content in Itself—that served Its purpose well, I 
thought the complaints were out of line. The whole 
thing only lasted 15 or twenty minutes, and delight
ed far more fans than It annoyed. UI What I saw BEB 
as referring to were zines which attempt to fill 
the niche of a genzine, substituting frequency for 
size; not zines which have always been small and In
frequent. There are audiences for specialized In
terests which flit around the edgespf SF/F. Your 
more-or-1ess schoI ar Iy attItudes about films and 
literature are shared by a sufficient number of 
other fans to make TSL a viable zine despite Its 
Infrequent schedule. The material In Its pages 
doesn’t ’date’, as say the material In ETTLE would. 
It’s a bit like the relationship between THE WILSON 
QUARTERLY and, say, TINE MAGAZINE. The former is 
deep and sedate, the latter fast-paced and frothy, 
though each will publish exceptions to their usual 
fare. There are readers enough to satisfy the pub- 
11 shers of both—they may even share some of the 
same readership—and enough variation In available 
material to satlsy the readers; assuming you’ve 
patience enough to look. UU I don’t share your atti
tude toward the ’rest of fandom*. While we each 
find our own niche, or niches, within the larger 
group, to sit back and say "to hell with the rest” 
seems a mite contempuous. My own view Is more along 
the lines of; "You go your way and I’ll go mine— 
but I’m keeping a wary eye out lest your way advers- 
ly affect mine." §5

MILT STEVENS — 7234 Capps Avenue, Reseda, CA 91335. 
August 24, 1985

In the discussion of fanzine ensmallment in ETTLE 
FOUR, it would seem that apas are an almost ideal so
lution. If you join three apas, you can be in con
tact with a hundred people with far less work and ex
pense than a comparable genzine would take. That may 
explain why there are ten times as many apa fans as 
there were in the Forties while there may be only 
three times as many genzine fans.

The fact that they are so much easier undoubtedly ex
plains their larger growth. After all, the inability 
to string three coherent paragraphs together isn't as 
much of a disadvantage in apas as it would be in gen
zine fandom. In some apas, particularly local apas, 
this encourages downright sloppiness. Or at least, 
that's what I'd call circulating a hand-written, dit
toed publication of any sort. Local apas have been 
having an inpact as indicated by the Hugo nominations 
of Tom Digby. Tom Digby is a clever writer who has 
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circulated almost all of his material in local apas.

I’ve never thought much about the division between 
fanzine fans and convention fans. I suppose that in 
cities with large clubs the two groups tend to get 
together more. However, the media fans are a differ
ent matter entirely. Apparently they also have fan
zine fans and convention fans amongst their faceless 
hordes.

I’ve sometimes wondered how much inactivity it would 
take to have your fanzine fan credentials recked. It 
seem to be something like being an AIDS victim, or a 
communist; once you’ve done it you’re stuck with it. 
But are people like Forrie Ackerman, Ed Wood, and Har
lan Ellison still fanzine fans in some respect? Do 
you suppose they’ve found a cure for it?

Thinking about the divisions in fandom, it just occur
red to me that in LASFS all of the fanzine fans are 

acard players but none of them are FRP gamers. There 
are more FRP gamers in LASFS at the moment than there 
are card players. I suppose that since both fanzine, 
fanac and FRP gaming can be very time consuming they 
tend to become mutually exclusive. Or it might be 
that you can gossip while playing cards but not while 
FRP gaming. Another apparent linking of interests 
seems to be that the computer types tend to be sercon 
reader-collectors • It might be interesting to do a 
statistical analysis of fandom to see which interests 
tend to link together. Then you could tailor 
conventions with a lot more precision.

5 Apas certainly have their place In fandom, and as 
Is the case with any form of fanac, they have their 
strengths and their weaknesses. The existence of 
deadlines aids many a faned (me Included), and the 
limitation of membership aids In expenses Incurred 
(although many apazlnes go out to more readers than 
Just the apa roster would Indicate). It seems that 
the more frequent an apa Is, the more ’sloppy* Its 
contributions can get. But even so, there are well- 
planned, we11-executed apazlnes that would stand up 
to any criteria, save circulation, used for genzines. 
There are sloppily done genzines as well. For the 
fan who’s main alm In doing a zine Is communication, 
apas seem to be Ideal In virtually every respect, 
but they do tend to encourage a certain Inbred tone 
to them, because the faned Is essentia!Iy addressing 
the same audience each Issue. A genzine, on the 
other hand, has to go out and seek ar. audience of 
its own, and depend on that audience for input. TfST 
Compared to most Ztrn areas, Cincinnati
fandom Is small (but then Clncy Isn’t a particularly 
large metropolitan area). I’d.guess half of the 30 
or 40 locals play some sort of card games—Poker and 
Euchre being the most prevalent. There are perhaps 
only a quarter of that number who play FRP games, 
and I only know one of those who Is also involved 
In fanzines (he also plays cards, though not as of
ten as FRP games). A bit less than half the card 

players either are Involved with fanzines or were 
In the past (I count as InvoIvement the producI ng 
of, contributing to, or reading of with oral feed
back).With that one Exception, the FRPers couldn’t 
care less about fanzines. As for computer enthusi
asts; there aren’t enough of them In Clncy to draw 
ar. ’ conclusions from, although of the few who do 
have computers, or use them In their work, all are 
heavy readers and collectors. Only one of them Is 
what I’d consider as a ’hacker’, and he’s also a 
computer engineer, so perhaps that label Isn’t 
really valid. He also Is a sometime card player, so 
the distinctions begin to get confused. §5

ERIC LINDSAY — C/0 P.O. Box 42, Lynneham, ACT 2602 
AUSTRALIA. July 24, 1985

Thanks for ETTLE FOUR. Your dispassionate historical 
approach seems sensible to me (that is, I tend to 
agree). I suspect you are correct in saying that fans 
remain neos for up to five years now (although it ob
viously depends more than a little on the talent or 
energy the person brings to fandom, and, as you say, 
on the discrimination of the people doing the accept
ing of the;new fan).

I’ve mentioned in Iocs to others that I suspect that 
much of the TAFF feuding occurred because of a gener
al lack of communication between various mutually ex
clusive groups of fans, including UK fanzine fandom 
and Midwest convention fandom. The ’barbarian* term 
seems more than appropriate; after all, I gather it 
was orig' ’^lly applied by the Greeks, who meant by it 
anyone who didn*t speak their own language.

Whatever happened to Ruth Berman? I seen to recall 
some interesting material from her. (Entirely aside 
from Robert Bloch opening Torcon with Trekkie insults 
...oops, no, come to think of it, he said ”Ladies, 
Gentlemen, and Canadians” then. Must have been some 
other con...)

I’m painfully aware that Harry Warner Jr. is having 
trouble with reading reduced type fanzines, such as 
I always produce (for reasons of costs). I must see 
if I can do a full-size print out for Harry in the 
future (after all, sooner or later I’ll run out of 
Rotsler cartoons avowing that I'm in a mess because 
I don't have a Warner loc in a particular issue).

I'm sure that Brian Earl Brown is correct in assert
ing that fanzine fandom (especially in the USA) has 
shrunk. Even given my not-very-active status these 
days, I’m sure there were once many more fanzines, 
even generally and not restricted to US ones. I won
der how much of this is economics. I seem to recall 
having much larger mailing lists nyself in the past, 
and even my present 350 is managed only by running my 
zine through various apas, and also because Jean [We
ber] subsidises it by letting me run mine with hers 
for mailing, so I only have to send out perhaps 75 or 
so at full postage costs.
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I agree about Worldcon fees; I*d rather spend the 
money on mimeo supplies, especially as most aspects 
of the Worldcon are increasingly remote from my own 
interests.

5 Faneds who use computers to produce their zines, 
and those who type out their material In a Pica 
typeface, to shoot down to a smaller size, could 
accommodate those fans, I Ike Harry, with falling 
eyesight by sending such fen large-type editions 
of their zines. Those who work directly on master, 
mimeo or ditto, however, have a Problem. While I 
view with sympathy the struggles some fen go through 
In order to read small print (my eyes ain’t what 
they were, either), there’s not much I can do about 
It. Retyping an entire fanzine in Pica Is far more 
work than I’m willing to do. Perhaps If I had ac
cess to an enlarging photocopier.... TH While I, 
too, suspect that the number of genzines has drop
ped in recent times, I wouldn’t be surprised If 
there were actually more fanzines than ever being 
produced. The difficulty Is that many zines are 
sent to such a small readership that there’s no 
way they can become ’known*. Too many segments of 
fandom operate only within their own circles and 
are never heard of beyond those circles. 1IH Mimeo 
supplies are the least of my fanzine expenses. I 
can purchase enough supplies for under $100 to go 
for a year; it costs almost the same simply to mall 
out one Issue. The Imbalance between production 
costs and distribution costs, If continued In the 
same direction It’s been going, will make fanzines 
a Rich Fans Hobby. Alas. §5

ROBERT BLOCH — 2111 Sunset Crest Drive, Los Angeles, 
CA 90046. June 25, 1985

Just back from a GoH stint at a con in Milwaukee, but 
before I climb the mountain of mail waiting for me 
here I must thank you for EHLE FOUR. Ehjoyed your 
editorial essay on fan-feuding, which has many per
ceptive points. Ruth Berman’s 1974 piece was new to 
me — just hope that since then she has developed a 
sense of humor, for her own sake. There were a lot 
of STAR TREK fans at this con, 11 years later; I did 
a one-hour interview on the program, a lot of it fo
cussing on STAR TREK, and used the term ’’Trekkies” 
many times without being lynched; they knew I was 
joking, not jabbing. Oversensitivity inspired over
reaction, which sometimes leads to overkill. That's 
a fan-feud problem too, but time tends to mellow us 
all, thank heaven.

$ Ruth has, and always has had, a sense of humor; but 
she was addressing a matter — fannlsh discrimina
tion — that she did not find funny In the least. 
That 1974 piece was written In response to the per
vasiveness of using ’’Trekkie” as a put-down for 
anyone who showed Interest In the TV series. Back 
then, picking on Trekkies was the Thing To Do, much 
as picking on ”Medlafen” (or medidiots, as I’ve 
heard them referred to) Is currently acceptable In 

certain fannlsh circles (If not actually encouraged). 
In the mid-7Os, even within STrekdom Itself, there 
were attempts to dlfferentuate between the ScreamIng- 
Mlml teeny-boppers and the more seriously Inclined, 
and generally more adult, fans. ’’Trekkies” were the 
shrInkers; ”Trekkers” were the more sedate ones. But 
since fandom at large chose ’’trekkie” as the term-of- 
choice to describe any ST fan, the struggle switched 
to simply make that term more acceptable, less In
sulting. It has lost a lot of the disapprobation It 
used to carry, and I wouldn’t be surprised If the 
same thing doesn’t happen with Mediafan in the future. 
Familiarity doesn’t always breed contempt; sometimes 
It brings toleration. Remember when saying ’’Colored” 
was being polite and using "Black” was an Insult? Hl 
I had to chuckle while I was retyping Ruth’s article 
and reached the part about the lack of egoboo having, 
driven Trek-Inspired material out of costume balls 
and art shows. It’s obvious Ruth was not omniscient 
on that point (though It is one prediction I would . 
not have minded coming to pass). 55

ROBERT LICHTMAN — P.O. Box 30, Glen Ellen, CA 95442.
July 12, 1985

With your movement away from discussion only of TAFF, 
ETTLE’s becoming a more interesting and engaging fan
zine. Like you say in the back pages of #3, my inter
est in fandom, too, has been in the area of inter
action, whether on paper or in person. Unlike you, I 
came into fandom faring a period of intense "fannish- 
ness” in the late ’50s, the first fanzines I saw were 
fannlsh fanzines, and I retain a strong Interest in 
that aspect of fandom, though not to the exclusion of 
others. (I did ny share of letterhacking to KIPPLE 
and HABAKKUK in their day, for instance.)

I think it is quite natural that entrants into the fan- 
nish arena since the ’60s have tended to come via non
print sources, such as Star Trek. Since many fans tend 
to enter fandom during their teen years or at least 
their 30's, it is easy to see how it took until the 
late ’60s or into the ’70s for this sort of new fan to 
gain predominance. I believe it has much to do with 
the advent, and overwhelming invasion into America’s 
everyday life, of television. Generally available 
commercial television started in many major metropol
itan areas around 1947, and it would be safe to say 
(I think) that for many children bom shortly before 
or (especially) after that date, it more or less re
placed print mediums as a primary source of information 
input about the world around one. We now have people 
in fandom who were bom wholly in the TV Age, and it 
shows in the composition and interests of the ’’younger” 
fans.

A lot of this shift away occurred during the years I 
was not involved with fandom and I leave it to others 
to chronicle just how and when it all went down, but 
speaking for myself, I was reactivated into fandom by 
the appearance of PONG in 1980, a year which also marked 
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ny departure from the nearly ten years of life at The 
Farm, a countercultural community in Tennessee, and 
return to California. I didn’t receive directly 
myself at first, but read Paul Williams’ copies as 
they showed up. PONG was so obviously and directly a 
rebirth, for me, of the sort of fannish fanzines I’d 
liked in my previous incarnation that it sucked me 
back in. I think I was not the only one so lured back 
into fandom, and the comment you make on page 5 of #4 
(’’Some of the quiescent, or semi-gafiated, older fans 
were urged to return to full fan?.c, and many of those 
so approached responded”) may slightly miss the mark. 
I think many of ”us” were enticed back by the appear
ance of PONG. So you can blame Ted White, as usual.

It was interesting to read Terry Jeeves, Brian Earl 
. Brown, Eric Mayer, and George Laskowski, as well as 

yourself —faneds all — commenting on your circula
tions and the problems and intricacies of sorting out

x who to send your fanzine to. Like Brian, I have a 
Bulk Permit (actually I share it with the Philip K. 
Dick Society Newsletter and Entwhistle Books) and I 
find it difficult to come up with 200 US fans to send 
TRAP DOOR to. What I do is address the excess copies 
needed to make up 200 to myself, then relabel -them 
for overseas. On TD £4, I was able to come up with 
165 US names, and so even at the new increased Bulk 
rate I figure that the cost per copy of the US copies 
was about 15&. Much better than the 39c which is 
uhat it would be by ’’regular” mail, Ify print run is 
250 and I send over 50 copies to UK addresses. It. 
costs me more for postage overall than it does to 
print the fanzine itself (I have access to inexpensive 
copying). If fanzine fandom had grown to hundreds, 
even thousands, of people, I still would probably at
tempt to restrict my circulation out of sheer econom
ics. I guess you could call this elitism; I call it 
"just a goddamn hobby”.

I think it’s unfortunate that fandom has diversified 
in interests and attitudes to the extent that it has, 
but as many of your writers point out, it was inevit
able. Far be it for me to ccndem whole groups of 
fans because they aren’t fanzine fans, but on the 
other hand, one only has so much time and energy to 
devote to a hobby, and there comes a need to draw a 
line somewhere. At conventions I tend to socialize 
with other fanzine fans, therefore, because there are 
enough of them around that this takes up all ny time. 
It’s not that I wouldn’t like to meet ocher fans, but 
they, too, are capped up in socializing with their 
own little (or large) group and it just doesn’ t hap
pen. Other than the fact that some conventions seem 
really large, which is a little bit of a drag from a 
sheer crowdedness standpoint, it doesn’t really both
er me Chat much if these diverse groups exist, except 
that it has made Worldcons inpossible to afford.

At LAcon I took time out one evening to go to the 
ElfQuest party that was held there to celebrate the 
conclusion of twenty issues of ELFCJJEST comics. One 

of the people I had as a passenger in my car on the way 
down was an ElfQuest fan from Glen Ellen. She was 
there and I wanted to see what it was like. It cer
tainly was different from fannish fandom, and yet, 
there was a conviviality and oneness there that was 
just like.. .fandom.

I don't go to that many conventions at all, actually; 
and I've never been to a convention held outside Cali
fornia. Most of this is economic — I simply have nev
er been able to afford the cost of transportation to 
get to a far-off convention. But a lot of it is that 
I prefer to spend ny hobby money on publishing fan
zines, and so that is what I do. So while at this 
point I would dearly love to go to OORFLU in Falls 
Church next year, and even to Britain in '87, it is a 
fantasy for me now.

I have to applaud your closing sentence, about Reality, 
in closing myself. I’ve been more or less enjoying 
ETTLE, though sometimes your opinions have been some
what abrasive to me; but then, that’s just part of . 
fandom.

5 The appearance of TV In the neighborhood where I 
was raised (a suburb Just South of Chicago) brought 
dramatic changes. For one thing, the sense of •’Fam
ily” that had been so pervasive disappeared as more 
and more family units retreated to their own homes 
In the evenings rather than continuing the practice 
of ’dropping lnf for a night of conversation or card 
playing or whatever. When the first TV sets were 
bought. It didn’t look like it was going to work out 
that way — TV viewing was a Group Activity then. 
(I can still recall mild-mannered, sweet Mrs. O’Brien 
finally rebelling and Insisting that if a dozen or 
so friends were going to come over each and every 
night to see their TV, then they darned well better 
start providing their own refreshments or her own 
family would go bankrupt.) Many of the early TV 
shows, being direct adaptations of radio hits of that 
era, disappointed me. I preferred using my own pow
ers of visualization and grumped as more and more 
of my favorite listening material disappeared from 
the radio dial and were converted Into someone eIse’s 
except on the television tube. It wasn’t until pro
grams that were uniquely developed for the televised 
medium began to appear that I began to enjoy TV. (I 
believe It was the TODAY show, with Dave Garroway, 
that first attracted my liking.) Even so, I contin
ued to read books, magazines, and newspapers, and do 
so to this very day. When you pause to consider the 
many ways TV has so strongly Impacted our culture. 
It almost seems miraculous that anyone under the age 
of, oh say 40 or so, reads at all. 5111 Though my 
first contact with fandom was brought about through 
my 1nterest 1n a TV show, my primary Interest, even 
then, was In written SF. As I was also older than 
most neos—29 at the time—-I found fanzines far more 
attractive as a hobby, or aspect of a hobby, than 
anything else--even In STrekdom. When I came across
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SF fanzines I thought that mankind could cease Its 
striving for Perfection, for here It was. Well, no, 
I didn't think that highly of fanzines; though It did 
come rather close. A year or so later I attended my 
first convention, and those were pretty nifty Ideas, 
too. Alt hope was lost, and I've been hooked on fan
dom ever since. To go from working on a Save Star 
Trek committee, to doing a SF fanzine, to helping out 
convention registration tables, to 'Joining' a local 
fan 'club*—coming to the realization one day that 
all one's friends were fans—may seem like pretty much 
the same sort of thing to a mundane observer, but 
certainly didn't seem that way to me. | was moving In 
a line from peripheral Interests deeper Into 'core' 
Interests. Going from an entertainment to a way of 
life. TO There's little doubt that PONG was the pri
mary Impetus behind the re-emergence of the Sleeping 
Fen who hailed from the '50s and '60s. But groundwork 
had been done beforehand by relatively newer fen—the 
likes of Gary Fraber and JoeO SIcl art and Patrick Hay
den et al—whose Interest in fan history led to active 
spading of fields long left fallow. The Old Names 
were kept before the 'public' eye, and In some cases 
the old-timers were contacted and correspondences In
itiated which nudged the veteran fan out of their som
nolence and back Into fanac. In a sense PONG was a 
tangible sign of that reawakening, and It Inspired yet 
other drowsing fans to return to full fanac. (For It 
should be kept 1n mind that the fannlsh network among 
many of the older fen, though moribund, was still in
tact. PONG supplied the electrical Jolt to Jar them 
back Into life...) TO What some view as Elitism, oth
ers view as Finding One's Audience, or Own Niche. 
The majority of faneds are forced to be restrictive 
because of economic considerations—a rich faned Is 
a rare beast Indeed—and no one expects anyone to even 
attempt to relate to each and every Individual in fan
dom, nor, for that matter, with each and every facet 
of fandom. Whatever complications that may ensue be
gin when the fans start to view their Audlence/NIche 
as the centei—If not entirety—of Fandom rather than 
merely the center of what they are able or willing to 
deal with. Whatever portion of fandom we Interact 
with Is only a portion, and It should be kept In mind 
that there are equally talented, witty, charming, 
sensitive, and likeable people whom we will never meet 
that are fans and consider fandom as Home, or Family.
IS I gave up on large conventions some time ago. It's 
only on rare occasions that I attend one that draws 
more than 300 or so attendees. Several cons I used 
to enjoy have been dropped because they've grown too 
large (and generally, too expensive as a result) but 
smaller cons have sprung up to take their place. The 
growth of the 'ensmalled' con Is not unlike the rise 
In number of 'ensmalled' fanzines. More exist now 
than I can possible deal with, but I'm pleased as 
punch that they are there. Like you, I don't begrudge 
the existence of large cons—they're fun for those who 
like them—and J get enough news of what's going on In 
the larger fan world through small con gossip and the 

newszines. Small cons make life easier oh those who, 
like me, can't adjust to the crowding, noise, confu
sion, and expense of conventions which try to be All 
Things to All Fen. But though I prefer them, I'm 
well aware that they're certainly not all there Is.55

ERIC MAYER — 1771 Ridge Road East, Rochester, NY 
14622. July 10, 1985

I was rereading ETTLE on the bus coming into work to
day. I had quite an. assortment of stuff with me — 
EITLE, William S Burroughs’ Exterminator J, a couple of 
records to return to the library (Berg’s Wozzeck and 
the original cast recording of the 1925 musical *'0, 
Lady Be Good” featuring Fred and Adele Astaire. And 
that’s not counting what was in my briefcase. Bur
roughs is fond of juxtapositions, of discovering unex
pected relationships. He cuts up text and rearranges 
it and sometimes lie cuts up experience and does the 
same — the name of a street just passed matches the 
name of a murder victim in yesterday's newspaper. 
Life is made up of endless such surprises, coinci
dences.

So I reread Skel's letter (and, yes, I did chuckle 
over Paul (Skel) Skelton) and he tells you he can't 
understand why no one is mad at him about his TAFF 
views, and I just yesterday replied to that same ques
tion as posed to me in a letter from him. I had said 
to him, in effect; "It's because you are perceived by 
the group that is pissed off as being a fan, one of 
their family. I am not. Richard Bergeron is not. 
Jackie Causgrove—god forbid—has been a convention 
fan.” And thus to your editorial, the drawing of 
lines between fan groups as Fandom becomes TOO BIG.

Isn't that just an excuse, that business of fandom 
being TOO BIG? As discussed in the loccol, everyone 
draws his own lines, for various reasons, as regards 
the number of fans he can or wants to reach. The rea
sons may be financial, or have to do with shared in
terests, or preferred duplicating methods. Why this 
pretense that there must be some higher motive?

I certainly can't read every book ever published, or 
listen to every piece of music ever composed. Does 
this make me uneasy? Should I say; "Well, sf is the 
only real literature and I can try to read all of 
that.” A proposition that won't work anymore.•• How 
about ’’Only hard science fiction is true literature 
and I can read all of that, thereby satisfying ny urge 
to read all literature worth reading—being an author
ity on all Literature worth reading, incidentally.” 
Therefore I do not read William S Burroughs (or Edgar 
Rice...) or E.B. White, or....

Of course we don’t approach most.things this way. I 
read whatever comes to hand and strikes me as inter
esting. I listen to Berg and Gershwin and The Kinks 
and Hank Williams and John Lennon. So what if these 
things cannot be reconciled into some system, some 
School of Listening? I generally despise country mu
sic, yet if I arbitrarily exclude from my listening I
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wouldn't listen to Hank Williams, one of my favorite 
performers. (And didn’t you mention somewhere that you 
found it difficult to discuss your musical tastes, ec
lectic as they were...?)

Yet we see fans, as you describe in your editorial, 
doing just this—limiting themselves to cliques, dos
ing off lines of possible interest. At its best, Fan
dom is a smorgasbord of fascinating people, with diver
gent backgrounds and interests, most of whom would not 
run into one another in the ordinary course of events. 
But increasingly, it seems, fans are turning their 
backs on this aspect. As you point out, different 
groups are not even aware of each other. Today, a fan 
entering fandom is much more likely than in the past to 
find himself in a homogeneous group of people sharing 
not only similar tastes in fanac, but similar life
styles—and I think this is a shame.

It strikes me that today even that bit of fandom that 
.has styled itself “fanzine fandom” is splintering. The 
'brouhaha over TAFF has not caused the split but merely 
revealed it as those on one side lined up against those 
on the other side. Ch, we were functioning CK together 
so long as no one rocked the boat; the trufen were tol
erant enough. But—heh—when it comes right down to 
the crunch, the trufen know who is “them” and who is 
"us”.

And you know what—it might be just your mailing list, 
but I don't see many of “us” in ETTLE. We seem mostly 
to be “them”.

Having been convicted by "us fandom" of negligent fail
ure to attend conventions (something I will not be able 
to soon rectify as Tarai reports that Torque 5 and my 
GoHipg there are dead) and gross lack of adherence to 
TAFF party lines, it is nice to know that mundaoes put 
out fanzines also!. As you explain very well, the 
cliques look for finer and finer sieves with which to 
pan for fans. Now we have to take a loyalty test, 
practically, to prove we're politically correct.

’ For my own part, if I can only interact with X number 
of fans—ihy Wouldn't I choose that number from all 
fans, rather than choosing a presorted group of X num-

* ber? Fandom is TOO BIG only if you feel you have to 
encompass all of it. And ihy should anyone feel that 
way?

$ The phrase TOO BIG was used because Fandom simply Is 
too large for any one person to fully know or Inter
act with—unlike days of yore when a truly dedicated 
actIfan could at least keep tabs on the full range 
of fannlsh activities and personalities. True, even 
back In those . n times, people still made Choices 
about which area of fanac to devote the bulk of one’s 
al I—too—precious spare tlme/energy/cash, with which 
group of fans one associated with, to whom one sent 
or from whom one received fanzines or material to be 
published. We each elect to become fans, we elect 
which portion of fandom to focus on. My choice was 
fanzines, small conventions, correspondence, and an 

apa or two as my activities. Though all my friends 
are fans, not all those areas Interest all of them, 
and some of their chosen activities don’t Interest 
me. I suppose If there’s any line of demarcation, 
In common among them all, It’s that they all read SF 
or Fantasy...at least that comes the closest to be
ing fM iW M ***** a shared trait. They all 
have a variety of interests, within and without fan
dom, arid neither I nor they Insist that any of them 
be accepted by anyone else. But of all the equally 
suitable people In fandom today, my ’circle’ Is only 
a small portion. When fandom was smaller, that num
ber might well have been virtually all there were who 
fit Into r.y parameters of ’friendship material’• 
One always had to choose amongst fans thori one was 
going to Interact with, but the choosing Is far more 
difficult nowdays...because fandom Is TOO BIG. It’s 
not a •’higher motive”. It’s the basic motive, ill I’ve ' 
always aimed for a ’mix’ In my mailing lists. The 
first issue of my first zine was sent to a group that 
included old-time fen, new fen, convention fen, and 
fannlsh friends. That ’formula” hasn’t changed yet. 
The Loccol reflects' who sends In feedback, but not 
who the zine Is sent to.... 55

§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§
Ue interrupt this section of ETTLE to present 
the following. Please be patient, the LoCcol 
will resume shortly...
In reference to Paul Skelton’s letter earlier in this 
issue, I just received the following caanunication 
from Richard Bergeron; to quote: "If you feel that you 
must publish Skel’s remark that material has been with
drawn for publication from WARHOCN, I’d appreciate your 
correcting that statement. NOTHING has been withdrawn 
fran WARHOON or WIZ. In fact, I have a column by [one 
of the names not in Skel’s letter, but which has been 
mentioned by others as having withdrawn material] on 
hand which he leaves to my discretion to publish or not 
and in it expresses his willingness to go on writing 
for WIZ. All of this is so fucking tedious—not the 
concept of people willing to write for WRHN "or not", 
but people making up these statements which are without 
foundation. [Enough fans] have filled the public rec
ord with sufficient false statements without [another] 
addition!" (P.O. Box 5989, Old San Juan, PR OO9Q5. 
Sept. 16, 1985)

Ue now return to the LoCcol, still in prog- 
ress....
§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§
GEORGE "LAN" LASKOWSKI — 55 Valley Way, Bloomfield 

Hills, MI 48013. June 28, 
1985

When I started publishing ay genzine, ay understanding 
was that you found a lot of other people who responded 
to other zines, mail them your zine, and hope they re
sponded, and also gave away large lumbers of copies so 
to build up circulation and get trades in return. A 
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price was put in the colophon for those who didn't 
loc or had no zine to trade • Except for people like 
Bowers and others who produced slick zines, no one I 
knew actually charged money and actually expected to 
make money on their publications, so I never really 
had intentions of making money with LAN’S LANTERN. 
(Well, I had hoped to get back some money on publish
ing the three special issues on Williamson, Simak, 
and Norton, but that never materialized.) I thought 
fans always just traded or used Iocs as ’’currency”; I 
didn’t know that faneds, even back when fanzines 
started, intended to ’’sell their efforts” as you 
wrote. I considered those fans rather mercenary, as 
opposed to those who were in fandom as a hobby/way of 
life. I guess those who first told me about fanzines 
relayed erroneous information.

For myself, I would say that inside a year I was con
sidered a long-time fan. Becoming active in fanzines, 
apazines, making long-distance calls to fans, writing 
Iocs, attending lots of conventions, and associating 
with new as well as long-time fans had something to 
do with it I’m sure. Becoming acquainted with you, 
and spending time in the CFG suite at my first K AOON 
certainly helped too. I got to know a lot of fans 
very quickly, and was not afraid to approach people.

However, I do see the dangers of the too-fast influx 
of people who get into fandom. The fragmentation and 
specialized interest groups have definitely caused 
problems, in some cases rather extreme ones. Consider 
Wendy Counsil’s letter. I have generally skipped that 
particular program item at CONFUSION the past few 
years. I have found it beyond the point of being sil
ly to being boring. Previous fan GoHs introducing the 
ones that followed them (with substitutions for those 
who couldn’t be there) lost my interest after try 
fourth CONFUSION. This year a filter and Star Trek 
fan is the GoH, and she knows none of the others who 
came through fanzines and regular SF conventions.
Yet an opportunity was lost here. Had the concom in
formed Julia of the structure of the panel, this would 
have been a great time for a cross-over of some of 
those splintered groups. As for the obnoxious fan 
(yes, I know him, and he can be a decent person at 
times), his claim to fandom is exclusively conven
tions; I don’t remember seeing any letters, let alone 
an apazine or fanzine, published by him. Wendy made 
a good point about how the proceedings might per
ceived by a neofan. Putting nyself in such a posi- 
tion, I would rather have joined Julia and what she 
represented, than the heckler. Besides being pret
tier, she also represented the tolerance that I have 
associated with most fans. So what if she’s a fillcer 
and a Trekkie; Julia is a fan with an interest in SF, 
and has the extraordinary ability to tell funny stor
ies, much in the vein of fannish writing (which Brian 
Earl Brown has praised so much in the past).

But to get down to a definition of fandom—maybe, as 
you say, those who invented it, or were around when 

it was invented, could come up with a good one. Like 
Bob Tucker, or Harry Warner, Jr., or Howard DeVore. 
Then again those people are kind and gentle and gener
ally accepting of fans of all kinds. They probably 
would come up with the general sort of criteria you’ve 
listed.

As for types of cons, I, like you and Terry Jeeves, 
prefer the smaller ones where most people know each 
other, and the conversations range far and wide among 
all sorts of topics, from the general to the very per
sonal; fannish stories from the past and from recent 
events are told and retold. Little cons like OCIDQON 
and SPACEOON (and our recent WAPAKON) are a joy because 
fannish history is passed down one way or another. If 
only we could get Tucker to one of than!

Bade to fanzines. I’ve just cut ny circulation back to 
under 500. It is not easy to publish a 50t page zine 
a couple of times a year and mail it out. It is fin
ancially draining, and time-consuming. But I enjoy * 
doing it. However, as costs keep rising, I am consid
ering cutting back more. I hate to do that, because I 
like staying in contact with lots of people, but I do 
have other things and people to consider than myself 
now. Of course, Brian Earl Brown and Eric Mayer do 
have a point about the ensmalled zine: smaller zines 
can be put out more frequently and maybe circulated 
more widely (cheaper postage costs). But I feel some 
sort of desire/obligation to publish articles that 
people normally would not get a chance to see, and try 
to get them into as many hands as possible. And so I 
will probably continue to put together monsterzines, 
and hope to win the Publisher’s Clearing House Sweep- 
stakes.

§ Whoever described the way fanzines were circulated 
(trades, LoCs, contributions, etc.) was being accu
rate for this day and age. But current custom evolv
ed from past practice. In the ’30s and ’40s, the 
fanzines were attempting to imitate the prozlnes (a 
fairly high percentage of them were even typeset, and 
looked more like a so-called ’Little Magazine* than 
a fanzine of current times). They charged for their 
zines because that was what the prozlnes did—and I 
gather there was a bit of ego Involved as well® If 
you didn’t think enough of your work to ask a price 
for It, then maybe you considered It valueless. A 
free zine, to people with that attitude, was most 
likely worth exactly what It cost—nothing® Bit by 
bit, with time, habits changed, and now It’s unusual 
to find a faned who doesn’t distribute most of his/ 
her zines for free. Those early faneds weren’t be
ing ’’mercenary”, they were following (setting, actu
ally) Established Standards. Even today there are 
exceptions to the general rule—some faneds don’t 
give freebies for LoCs, published or not, others do 
not trade AII-For-AII, but only ls$ue-Foi—Issue. 
Those are carry-overs from those by-gone days before 
It came to be accepted that a zine was the editor’s 
hobby, and he or she was expected to bear al(the 
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expenses involved.. (After all, why should a fan be 
expected to pay for another fan’s amusement?) Now
days It’s accepted that certain types of zines— 
let's call them 'Servicezines'—are more of a chore 
for the editor than play. Newszines, clubzines, 
even the fanzine-llke progress reports some of the 
large conventions publish are being done for the 
benefit of the reader, not the editor, and most fen 
are prepared to pay for them. As with most things 
In fandom, there Is no clear-cut, cast-In-concrete, 
one-and-onIy-one way to handle distribution of one's 
zine. H'S Most fans come Into fandom as teenagers. 
You and I were exceptions to that, and I suspect 
that had a lot to do with our relatively quick ac
ceptance. Newer teen-aged fans would also assume 
that an older person had been around for a long 
time—I recall being asked questions about events 
that had occurred decades before my entrance Into 
fandom by young neos—and I generally knew about 
the events because of my fannlsh mentors. Folks 
like Buck Coulson, Tucker, Gordie Dickson, Martha 
Beck, Joni Stopa, et al, passed on the fannlsh lore 
they knew, and that was. In turn, passed along by 
those they Indoctrinated. There are conventions 
that took place when I was still a toddler that I 
practically feel I had attended, I've heard so many 
tales about them. My legs still ache from the 
stalr-c)Imblng at Ch Icon I, and my arms still bear 
the welts from the mosquito bites gotten at Beast
ly 's-On-The-Bayou, site of the first Mldwestcons. 
Weren't you there, too? HI I agree an opportunity 
was lost at this year's CONFUSION. It would have 
been nice to have a sort of roundtable discussion 
about the varying perceptions of fandom and fanac 
of the previous and current GoHs. (And I also ad
mit that the GoH panel performance was getting a 
bit tedious—problem was, no one came up with a 
concrete solution for the situation. It was sug
gested that we each give a little speech, or say 
something besides an Introduction for the next In 
line, but that would have consumed so much time 
that the GoH wouldn't have had more than a minute 
or two to get his/her remarks In.) However, It's 
pointless discussing what might have beens.... §§

WALT WILLIS — 32 Warren Road, Donaghadee, NORTHERN 
IRELAND BT21 OPD. August 15, 1985

Your view of fandom was strange to me in some ways, 
as no doubt mine would be to you...perhaps there are 
as many views as there are fans...but I wholeheartedly 
agreed with your concluding remarks. They seemed per
ceptive and wise, especially the point that fans tend 
to be so taken with clever turns of phrase that they 
overlook their potentialities for hurt. I think this 
is the besetting sin of fanzine fans, and it is one 
that I have been struggling against all my life with 
indifferent success, ever since, when about the age 
of 15, I made my little sister cry, to my astonished 
horror. It seems to me that you are trying to do 

what I tried in "As Others See Us1' in 1959, except 
that it’s all got more complex since then. It’s a 
thankless task, but well worth trying and I wish you 
well.

5 You realize that your comment drove me to go to 
the bookshelf to look up that article In WARHOON 
28. Fascinating reading—would you be willing to 
let me reprint It next Issue? The conversational 
gambit you employed—one 'speaker' pro and one con 
on the Issue being discussed (fanzine fans vs con
vention fans)—was clever and effective, and the 
points brought out are still relevant In today's 
fandom. (Yes, It may be more complex, but I feel 
It's far more a matter of degree than kind.) 5151 
In their attempts to achieve a more spontaneous 
tone to their writing, many fanwriters set down 
their words Informally, as they would say them In 
conversation. Now, there are always times when a 
flip comment will be made about someone else, not 
present during a conversation. Something perhaps 
funny, but cutting, and words which never would be 
uttered If that person were present. Too many fan
writers seem to forget that when they set such 
things down on paper, In print, it Is as good as 
saying them to another’s face. Though a faned 
selects to whom his/her zine will be sent, those 
are not going to be the only ones who will ever 
read it. Some puns, some snappy turns of phrase, 
some witty observations, are much better left In 
the domain of in-person fanac. They have no busi
ness being set on a page where harm can result. $$

AL CURRY — 4 Gaitrim Road, Bray, County Wicklow, 
IRELAND. August 6, 1985

Sorry for taking so long to respond to EITLE FOUR.
As you know, things have been a bit hectic since Mid- 
wimpycon. But that’s been over a month...I've run 
out of excuses...so it’s time to get back to work.

[Informational note: Al and his wife, Lyn 
Loughlin, moved to Ireland, leaving the 
last day of Diduestcon. Though they love 
the Emerald Isle, they are returning some
time in October or November because things 
just weren't working out there....]

While some might look upon your six-page dissertation 
on our group's psychohistory as being "MORE THAN YOU 
EVER WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT FANDOM AND WOULD NEVER HAVE 
THOUGHT OF ASKING", I would like to congratulate you 
on what seems to be a well-researched, well-planned, 
and well-written piece of work. I certainly could 
not have done the same job.

It brought out a great number of inportant points. 
Have you ever found yourself in the position where a 
thought or idea glimmers there, then slips away to 
hide in the back of your head until someone whose 
head is a bit more orderly puts it out in black and 
white for you? Well, lady, that is why I especially 
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appreciated your piece.

Fandom has always been somewhat confusing to me; the 
fringees, the feuds, the factions. In most of the 
skirmishes I’ve sat there trying to figure out what 
all the fussing was about when everyone could have 
been down at the bar. Admittedly, I got a bit involv
ed in the most recent one, but that was a situation 
where I had a clear image of black hats and white 
hats.

I suppose my problem is that I just don’t fit into 
Aristotle’s convenient generalization. As far as I 
can tell, I’m not a political animal at all. Nor can 
I understand the need for political activity, for 
power-broking, for prosletr zing, etc. that go toward 
making politicians and Baptist evangelists.

After carefully rereading your piece, one question 
comes immediately to mind. After all the in-fighting, 
the backstabbing, and assorted other bits of fun'n' 
games that fandom is apparently heir to, how is it 
that we’ve avoided a mass migration like lemmings 
gafiating into the sea?

In some ways I have to agree with Ruth Berman’s 
thoughts. Labels have a tendency (just as does Ari
stotle's philosophy) of being too general in their 
scope. Whether it’s hippy, coamie, trekkie, or what
ever, the term has a tendency to lump too many dis
similar folks for the sake of the convenience of the 
ones applying the label.

Of course, you still wouldn’t want your baby sister 
to marry one, eh?

$ Often the term ’’Politics” or ’’political” Is used In 
a sense different than its definition would Imply. 
At Its strictest, politics means refer I ng to gov
ernmental matters, the system by which a nation is 
ruled. At Its loosest, the term refers to the way 
In which any group of people Interacts within and

• without Itself. It’s not a Dirty Word, though It 
has acquired some nasty connotations through the 
years. Aristotle’s generalization does fit most 
people—not at all times, for most of us don’t con
cern ourselves with the way, the manner, by which 
we interact with others*. • do It, but at some
time for most people there comes an occasion where 
one’s personal standards or Ideals become Involved 
to the point that It’s unthinkable to stand mute. 
Of course, then most people still would Insist that 
It Isn’t political action they’re taking or doing, 
but merely the assuming of stance on the side of 
Right. *Slgh* Hi Labels, In and of themselves, are 
neither bhad nor ghood—they are a tool, a means of 
categorizing the world so one can more readilly 
grasp It Intellectually. For Instance, you could 
be labelled as a Musician, and I doubt that you’d 
take offense—unless, by using that term, the per
son making the reference was thinking of some dirty, 
filthy, drug-crazed lout who couldn’t be trusted to 

pass the salt shaker without stealing it. It’s not 
the label that’s at fault, but the weight, the Im
plications of its meaning given by the person who 
uses It (as well as by the person to whom It’s ap
plied). Two labels that apply to me, though taken 
in their most neutral meaning are Innocuous, bear 
added conceptual freight that makes one virtually 
an Insult. I far prefer to be called a recipient of 
SSI Disability (which Is true) than a Welfare recip
ient (which is equally true). Ah, words—they’re 
such fascinating, elusive little critters.... $5

BOB TUCKER — 2516-H East Washington, Bloominton, IL 
61701. July 10, 1985

EITLE number four is here and I'm really sorry that I 
couldn't have been at Midwestcon to receive it from 
your very own hands. As it is, I’m even now dusting 
it for fingerprints so that I may gaze at them admir
ingly and console myself that the fanzine did, indeed, 
pass through your hands. *

In addition to house-hunting, I also couldn’t make Mid
westcon because of transportation problems. Both my 
sons had to work that weekend and neither of them would 
let me have their car. I checked the bus schedule and 
found that it would require three busses and ten hours 
to go from here to there, so I resigned myself to miss
ing the event.

Brian Earl Brown mentions, on page 12, that a TAFF Re
port would cost a maximum of $2 or $3 a copy to pro
duce, and said it would likely be much less. I was 
croggled at that. Ten years ago I produced my Austra
lian trip report for approximately 36c a copy: print
ed, and mailed in envelopes, at a press run and ulti
mate distribution of 500 copies. I can't remember the 
postage costs of ten years ago, but assuming that all 
costs will have doubled in ten years, it could be done 
for about 72c a copy. (That was a 24-page lithograph
ed fanzine.)

This may amuse you: I belong to a small Apa and in one , 
of the recent mailings a member asked innocently, ”What 
is 'Topic A'?” I would guess there are hundreds, nay 
thousands of fans out there who haven't heard of any of * 
the recent feuds. That speaks of the size of fandom 
today.

§ You were Indeed missed at Midwestcon. If I still 
11ved In Illinois, you wouId’ve been assured of a 
ride. Are you still speaking to those WAtt
sons of yours? ill Printing costs have not merely 
doubled In the past decade; they’ve come close to 
quadrupling. Dave Locke checked the various qulck- 
pr I nt places In Cincinnati a few months ago for esti
mates on TIME AND AGAIN, a 42-page zine. Prices ran 
the gamut from expensive to outrageou$$$. Not even 
remotely feasible from his budget’s point of view. 
Mlmeo production nowdays runs about the same as your 
costs for having that zine printed 10 years ago—but 
that’s assuming one uses bulk-purchased, dlscount- 
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priced materials*- If Brand Name suppl les—-say §es-* 
tetnerr-were »used, eoats could be as much as twice 
what.you paid* VI Indeed, words about Topic A and 
allied matters aren’t as wide-spread as some fans 
think* Also, many who do know what's being referred 
to couldn't care less**** 5§

ROT TACKETT —915 Green Valley Road NW, Albuquerque, 
NM 87107. June 25, 1985

Puzzled reaction to the recent fussing and feuding 
which has been stirring fandom.. .Indeed?

It needs to be pointed out, I think, that the whole 
thing involved something less that 10 people. In 
these days of megafandom (or at least kilofandom) 
that is a miniscule amount. Despite the vast amount 
of wordage these people generated, the vast bulk of 
fandom simply didn't care.

And I think the involvement of TAFF was only incident
al. It was not a reason, only an excuse*

Your quick scan of fannlsh history is tolerably accu
rate, although I have a few quibbles* (You expected 
that, no?) "Fanzine fandom" was not aborning in the 
' 30s and '40s. "Fanzine fandom" is strictly a product 
of the '80s* Before that there was only fandom, and 
fanzines were one form of communication between fen. 
Fanzines were not, and are not, a naZbon in 
fandom or a separate subset* Never have been. Never 
will be.

The faaaaanish fanzine and faaaanish fandom (Tucker 
said it is pronounced with a bray, as in jackass) 
evolved in the 1950s. I|. heard It bleated, as In sheep!

Nobody "invented" fandom (as you put it). It just 
grew. Starting with those people who sent letters to 
the early prozines and discovered that they had a mu
tual interest, who began communicating with each other, 
brought out their own amateur zines for wider discus* 
sion of the field, and eventually began meeting to
gether in conventions. Don’t forget that many of the 
early science fiction clubs grew out of existing 
science clubs. (Gawd, "club is an ugly word, isn't 
it?)

I would also quibble with your conclusion that the 
vast influx of new fans in the 1970s had anytliing to 
do with the general decline of fanzines. The cause 
of that was (and is) cost. Far too many of us who 
once issued general circulation fanzines can no long
er afford it. We have, therefore, taken refuge in 
assorted apas, where circulation costs are much low
er. The responsibility for doing grievous harm to 
fanzines lies with the U.S. Postal Service (and in
creased costs of paper, ink, etc.) and not with any 
flood of new fans*

Well, maybe some of the "Old Guard" are intimidated 
by this vast influx of non-traditional fen. If they 
are, that is their own fault. Inasmuch, as you well 
know, Ish, my own fanaish roots go back to the 1930s,

I presume you will consider me one of the Old Guard, 
but I have yet to be intimidated by the hordes of fans 
who are oriented more towards the visual media than 
the printed word. Confused occasionaly, I will admit, 
but common ground can always be found and when I at
tend conventions these days I still have a hell of a 
good time and find lots to talk about with almost any
one vho comes along. I do not like Worldcons or any 
of the larger conventions airy more, not particularly 
because they are filled with strangers (I'm a stranger 
here nyself, podnuh) but because they have become over
programmed, money-grubbing circuses.

As for a common point of fandom today, it is the same 
as it always was: science fiction. It doesn't really 
matter if it is visual science fiction or written 
science fiction or whatever science fiction. As I've 
said before: we're all science fiction fans on this 
bus; if there are any . aboard who aren't science fic
tion fans, they can get off now.

§ You may count "less than 10 people" who are or have 
been Involved In the recent fussing and feuding, 
but my figures total over 20 who were directly con
cerned with what was going on, and close to that 
number (17) who were peripherally Involved* Of 
that number, all but two or three are active fanzine 
fans, whose words are spread far beyond their Immed
iate vlclnty, and whose opinions (at least, they 
hope so) have Influence on others* The people who 
have come up to me at conventions were not fanzine 
fen, but through word-of-mouth (l.e. rumor) they 
had heard about the brouhaha, and asked me either 
for my opinion or to 'defend' myself* I generally 
chose to stand mute—It really would take more time 
to explain all the Issues Involved, all the points 
of view, all the various ramlf(cations, than the 
entire matter deserves. Those who are/were direct
ly Involved will naturally carry on their *coff* 
"discussion", but, as you said, the bulk of fandom 
Just doesn't care, Ghod, I hate to argue with 
anyone who vas der lonk before me,(Char I Ie), but I 
suspect that you dlsremember. The difference be
tween fanzine fen and convention fen was discerned 
at least by the '50s, and I'm going to Include some 
quotes from Ken Bulmer's TAFF-related zine STEAM to 
buttress that position. (They will follow my response 
to your letter, on the next page.) Til While Increas
ed costs have had a direct Impact on fanzine dlstr 1- 
butlon/clrculatlon/productlon, the mere fact that 
there are more fen out there complicates the matter 
more than a trifle. And the Influx of new fen Is 
not a historical fact; It Is an on-going matter. 
Though It may have begun In the '70s (really. It 
started In the very late ’60s), It—the growth— 
continues* (I shudder at the thought of those new 
TV series like AMAZING STORIES and TWILIGHT ZONE and 
the likely number of neos they will attract...) fl 
"Common ground" can be found with the persop, who 
totals up your grocery bill at the supermarket, *.» 
don't you look for more than that In fandom? H
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In neAponAe to EITLE ONE;, Ha/ifiy ttbhnen, A. Aent a 
LcC uhich inetuded a Zut nefanenee nateniat con- 
cenning TAFF. I Aent a negueAt to IMice Re£z 
copies o^ that natefiiat the Aate. day I neeeived Mi 
fette/i. FanniAh (I think it uua catted. UCon...) and 
peuonat natte/iA intervened, and it waAn't untit Midr 
weAtcon, thiA paAt June., that Enuce reptied. thite 
he didn't paAA atong the entirety o^ the. tiAt I'd 
aAked far, he did Auppfy Aane ejatnernety refevant nvt- 
eniat. FonesnoAt among uhieh uba STEAM, a fanzine 
put out by H. Ken Butme/i fattaaing hiA trip to the 
USAoa a TAFF winner. in 1955. When Bruce handed ne 
the. fate fatder. aging Twittone, he Aaid (oa beAt 
I can recatt.} u 1 don't ihink you'tt tike uhat you1 ft 
fand in here,0 lie coutdn't have been more unong.....

THE FOLLOWING IS EXCERPTED FROM SIEM VOL. 
dated “Auiutv 1958 (16th August)-. (H. Ken Bulmer)
It is with pleasure that I have to report that for the 
first tine in its career, the Transatlantic Fan Fund 
has successfully carried through its objects to trans
port a fan from one side of the Big Pond to the other 
for the second succesive year. Last Year Bob Madle 
attended the 15th World Science Fiction convention in 
London. This year Ron Bennett travels to the 16th— 
in South Gate. Both do so through the generosity and 
co-operation of fandan as a whole.

The story of this year’s TOFF elections has been one 
of amiable and industrious co-operation between the 
two organizers, and of amusing and often heated bick
ering between people on the sidelines. The hard facts 
are that 1958 has seen a successful election, a good 
slate, a popular delegate and an actual journey—and 
all this without ary attempts to raise ary squabbles 
or scandals for the simple reason that there have been 
none.

... (Bob Malle and nyself] had to ensure that TOFF grew 
ip, that it did its job, and that it was made strong 
enough to function despite the various oddball cries 
from even oddbailer people. When Walter Willis, Bob 
and nyself discussed the various items that should 
figure in the revised TOFF procedures, we did so with 
the advantage that we brou^xt a great deal of prior- 
experience to the meeting. Bob was able to put before 
us at first hand the feelings of the US fen and of 
Don Fond. The discrepancies of procedures were iron
ed out and subsequent smooth operations proved that 
this sort of get-together of interested parties pro
duces results. The trouble is, tho’—you only get one 
worldocnayear!

When all the smoke and dust has died down, one fact 
remains. TOFF in itself is just about the most worth
while thing fandan has ever done, and its success is 
owed to two men—Walter Willis and Don Ford. No one 
can take away fran them this honor—and that’s said 
in all seriousness and without ary supposedly funry 
snide remarks about egobbo. Those two really worked 

on TOFF!

...On the US side of the pond, Bob [Madle] had a prob
lem that luckily did not trouble me unduly. He was 
forced to reject a number of votes fran people who 
were not science fiction fans. This was a matter of 
principle and was conducted in all amity between those 
concerned. (...] As you all probably know, there has 
been seme controversy on this vexed question—after 
all, how do you define a sf fan? In essence, that 
doesn’t bother us; we here in TOFF are concerned with 
how you decide who has a moral right to vote in a taff 
election. I’ll have more to say on this natter in the 
non-report sections; but one answer is obvious. You 
have a taff administrator. As they say in the news
paper carpetitions: his decision is final.

...It must be driven home to fandan—if fandan consid
ers it worthwhile, that is—that TOFF is part of a per
son’s participation in fandan. You read sf, you write 
letters, you attend a club and a convention, you read ' 
and write for and possibly publish a fanzine, you—if 
you are one of the few trufans left—collect. You 
also believe in and support the idea of one of your 
number travelling across the Big Pond to attend a con
vention on the other side and to meet new fans. In 
a word, you support TOFF. TOFF is above politics, 
above the fluctuations of the fan scene, is not affil
iated with any other body, is not dictated to by any
one, is out to grind no axes and does not make a pro
fit, save in the spreading of goodwill.

DIGRESSIONS OF A TOFFMAN

What follows is open to query and correction. I don’t 
pretend to know it all. If you have positive proof 
of what you claim in opposition to this, then I’m sure 
fandrm as a whole woCdd like to hear it. Otherwise 
just listen, huh?

During the war, Ferry Ackerman decided it would be a 
nice scheme to visit his many friends in England and 
the Continent. With typical Ackermanese brilliance, 
he dubbed his brainchild The Big Pond Fund; but in the 
event he couldn’t make it [he] decided that it would 
be an even better scheme to bring an Anglofan over to 
the US. Ted Carnell, at that time a prominent fan, 
went to Cincinnati in 1949. He paid most of his fare 
himself; but the idea was bom. Later on, Don Ford 
was in close contact with Norman Ashfield and they de
cided to repeat the process, although it does seem that 
Don was going this alone. (...] a hiatus ensued [...] 
Around the same time (1952) Walter Willis had risen 
like a Nova on the fannish scene. Through Mne moribund 
British fandom of that time, most of Walter’s outride 
contacts were with US fen. We all knew of the effects 
of Sixth Fandan; what is not generally realized is 
that the US fen were so struck with the writings of 
Walter that they raised the scheme to bring him to 
America.

The cry of "WAW with the crew in 52” meant just what 
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it said. Apart fran the Epicentre and a few cither ac
tive fans, it was all in the States. So the US fen 
clubbed together and put up sane cash. Walter sup
plied a lot himself t too. He; went to Chicago in 1952 
[...] carried up on the enthusiasm of US. fanzine fandon. 
(. ..] Ted Carnell, and now Walter Willis. Both going 
to the States, both attending a convention; and both, 
Obviously, representing different sections of fandon.

In 1953 Bert Campbell went to Philadelphia [...] oh 
the wave of personal enthusiasm he had generated at 
the Bennington Con. His passage was paid by, himself, 
with help fran his firm. It was, primarily,, a busi
ness trip. But he met fans, was well known and liked, 
and forged another link in the^idea. He even put in a 
snap vote for London as the next Worldcon site. But 
a warning note was struck in a fanzine of the time, 
which pointed out that Bert was not an elected repre
sentative of British fandcm. Not me of the three 
visitors so far had been that. The nearest was Walter, 
brought over because the fen wanted to meet him—and 
Ted Carnell, because of his undoubted position in fan
dcm inmediately during and following the war.

Now Walter was sinmering with repressed feelings. 
He'd been taken across the Big Pond—why shouldn’t 
that idea , be extended? It was—and Walter will curse 
me for revealing this skeleton--a matter of conscience. 
A meeting was held. Out of it came proposals for what 
was then termed the "Two-Way Transatlantic Fan Fund” . 
At the Coronocn in 1953, Ted Carnell made the first 
public announcement of the fund that had been set up 
by Don Ford and the Cincy group to bring Norman Ash
field to Philly. As Norman hadn’t been able to go, 
Don and the CFG had thrown the offer open to any Bri
tish fan able to go. The meeting decided that there 
was not enough time to organize the despatch of a 
suitable fan to Philly [and] that a permanent TVo-Way 
Transatlantic Fan Fund be set up to help both British 
and American fans to attend each others conventions. 
That 1954 would be the time to send the first fan 
across to the US.

Walter was delegated the task of running the proced
ures and voting. He published his proposed details 
in Hyphen and set to work. That first election slate 
consisted of Vince Clarke, Derek Pickles, Ken Slater, 
Tony Thorne [and] James White.

Now here we have the crux of the matter. TAFF, as it 
now is, was a fusion of two ideas.. The enthusiasm was 
there. It was agreed fay the US fen that we here should 
elect whom we liked as we liked to go. Walter point
ed out that it would be not only good manners, but 
sensible, to give the US fen a choice in who was going 
to visit them. Various of the rules, if that be not 
too rigid a word for them, were proposed than that are 
now a feature of all TAFF elections.

Item (3) on the proposed rules bears reprinting in 
full.. ’’There should be qualifications for voters, to 
prevent such an eventuality as, say, the entire popu
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p latipn of Trowbridge, Wilts, voting for Norman Wans- 
borou^h. They must be (a) active already in fandcm 
to the extent of having subscribed or contributed to 
at least one fanzine or joined a fan club or organiz
ation; and (b) shew their interest in the project by 

f making a certain minimum contribution to the Fund.
Say 2/6d?”

Well, that seems clear enough. If your milkman reads 
every copy of Astounding that cones out, does that 
make him a member of those who should vote for people 
in a TAFF election? L.Jlhe ordinary, sensible way 
of looking at that is if your milkman talks to you, 
goes along to meet the local fans, creates, with you, 
a local group, reads a fanzine or so—then he is bound 
to understand what fandcm and TAFF mean—up to a point 
of course—and either pull cut in contarptuous disgust 
or plunge right in. Either way, he becomes a sheep 
or a goat.

TAFF is a facet of fandcm. It is generally accepted 
that readers of science fiction are called fans. But 
the important point is the degree of ccmmittment in
volved. Just because your milkman reads Astounding 
every month [...] he can call himself a fan—but he 
is not a member of the group of people who have a far 
greater interest in sf, to the point of collecting it, 
of discussing it, of attending and giving lectures 
about it, of writing to one another fantastically long 
letters about it, of going to meetings and conventions 
in order to meet writers and artists of sf, and to 
talk to other readers and collectors, and of seeing 
in sf something that can take hold and grip their 
imaginations. Fran the letter columns of the prozines 
came the fan magazines. It is true to say that almost 
every major fan has had a hand in fanzine- publishing 
and writing history. But there are major fans who 
never have, those people whose talents run to organ
izing conventions, for example. I fail to see why one 
group should denigrate the other.

Personally, I believe that to be a whole-hearted fan, 
you must have a fanzine publishing history behind you. 
I don’t mean by that that you must necessarily publish 
your own fanmag. I do mean that you have a knowledge 
of the field, can orient references, are aware of tra
ditions and personalities, are conscious of what 
science fiction fandcm has done and is st i 11 doing.
You are not in the full picture if you ignore the fan
zines. Equally, you are not in the full picture if 
you ignore conventions. Seme fanzine fans do not at
tend conventions—very few. Some convention fans de
ride the fan publishing field—quite a number. [...] 
very few long lasting top fli^rt fans are just members 
of one group and not of the other. It boils down to a 
canity of interest, split by possible divergence— 
there are other splits if you lock for them. [... ] Wfe 
can’t all be whole fans; but fay heck we can try, and 
forget this nonsense about who is a fnz fan and who 
isn’t.



Wb went into 1954* s election with a wondering sort of 
hesitancy, not quite realizing what was afoot. Vince 
Clarke von that one, but backed out and no one went in 
1954. The same set of rules was carried through tc 
1955. That slate (...) was Eric Bentcliffe, Terry 
Jeeves, and Ken Bulmer. Walter carried on as usual, 
again inviting the US fen to take part in the elec
tions. He could have, under the original agreements, 
run the election purely on an Anglo basis. By this 
time the impetus of Sixth Fandom had gone (...) The 
.boon had proliferated and busted. Fandom was again 
temporarily down.

In 1955 Ken Bulmer was elected. (...) in 1955, the 
very first TAFF delegate travelled. This was, in one 
important sense, the beginning.

Through ny contacts I knew plenty of US fen. I had 
the greatest of good fortune in being taken care of by 
Don Ford, under the original agreements. The best bit 
was that, through Don, I was able to meet and get to 
know the various convention type fans in the US—a 
thing Walter had not done to the same extent.

During the period prior to the 1955 elections a few 
people had been beating the drum for TAFF. I well re
member Chuck Harris, in the 1954 elections, energet
ically going round creating an interest in TAFF and 
spreading word of what it meant. It is very difficult, 
now, to gain full understanding of just how TAFF was 
regarded then. It was a mad dream, a wild vision.
It had taken Ted Carnell a long time to get there; 
Walter had not found it easy; Bert was facing the in
evitable bills. And here we were, a bunch of fans, 
planning to elect a representative to go across. A 
great many people laughed and wrote us off as cranky 
visionaries.

Then, in 1955, someone actually went. The obvious oc
curred. All kinds of people jumped on the bandwagon, 
shouting their spiel about TAFF and the way it should 
be run. Why were we doing things like this? It 
should be by.. -and so on and so on. Don Ford and Wal
ter were able to hold off the flood. t...]we didn’t 
necessarily consider our system as the best; but it 
worked, it had grown up (...) and we didn’t intend to 
alter it just because a bunch of johnny come latelies 
wanted to get into the act. On the other hand, when
ever a sound piece of advice or suggestion was offered 
it was, if possible, incorporated into the body of un
written rules governing the elections.

[Scmeone] suggested that a bond be posted by each can
didate. This was tossed out in one of the periodic 
tussles that shock TAFF in that formative period.
Walter had to preserve his poise and even tanper’ in 
the face of great provocation that time. Later on, 
Don requested a bond posting from his candidates, they 
ocnplied as a matter of course, and [the] suggestion 
went through quietly. But sane of the ideas dreamed 
up fay various well-meaning people were out of this 
world. One suggestion was that the candidates be chos

en from the opposite sides of the Atlantic. There is 
sane merit in this one, and a version of it has been 
used in the last election. The idea has just been put 
forward again as something new that the TAFF organi
zers should note. (...)

Now, however, the most serious crisis shook the TAFF 
idea. I have faced sone tricky monents in fandon; 
none, perhaps, so painful as the months following try 
return from America. I was treated to the spectacle 
of various fans carrying on a feud and using as their 
central captains two friends, Don Ford and Walter 
Willis. Through misunderstandings a situation was 
reached in which one side accused the other of saying 
things they had not, and the second of trying to re
gain a balance in TAFF that, disasterously, seemed to 
have been lost. Briefly, the central question revolv
ed around the basic idea of who should morally have 
the right to vote in any TAFF election. (...)

It turned out that someone wanted to nominate Doc 
Smith for TAFF. Then the argument turned on whether 
he could even vote. Facts that he had long contrib
uted to fnz were brought out and it was proved that 
he was in fact a trufan. I’m on very delicate ground 
here. I doubt that anyone alive could unravel all the 
complications that followed. Walter was accused of 
being a dictator because he had said that Doc Smith 
oughtn’t be nominated for TAFF. Well, I hope you can 
see the reasoning behind this opinion, and bear in 
mind that Walter could not have been aware that the 
Doctor E.E. Grey Lensman Smith had ever done enough 
in fandon to be ranked as a member of fandom, complet
ely discounting the glory that is his through his pro 
writing. You see, we’re talking about fans.

(...) Waiter was told he was a dictator, was told he 
had said that only people who published a fanzine 
could have anything to do with TAFF and like that. 
It was a farrago of nonsense, with the kernel of 
truth being that Walter and the groups who thought 
like him wanted to put over the idea behind TAFF, 
that it stood for those who not only liked sf but who 
did something about it beyond mere reading in the 
field- [.-.],

(...) it is very easily seen just how these misunder
standings might arise; that they did is something to 
be deplored but not forgotten. They are all over new, 
but they do serve as a warning for the future. From 
Walter’s idea of fanzine fen clubbing together to 
bring across scmeone they had read and liked the sound 
of and Don’s idea of bringing across a British fan in 
place of the one he couldn’t, one project emerged.
It was bound to have to find a way around this rock 
before it could settle down. The situation was fur
ther caused fay the dissimilar fan structures in the 
US and in England (Ireland, too). Here the fanzine 
fan is predominant, and the fnzfan also is predomin
ant at conventions. We have very few top flight fen 
vho are merely confen. In the US there are bnf’s in 
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fnz fandon, but the majority of mature fen in the 
field are canfen. This is especially true in the 
CFG—the Cincinnati Fantasy Group and their many 
friends who regularly attend the Midwestcon, which 
is—WorIdcon notwithstanding—•regarded by many as 
the major con of the year. I'was fortunate enough 
to be engulfed in the confen type at Cleveland and 
quite clearly saw that when things had to be done 
and decisions taken and the prestige—if I may use 
that word in this context—-of sf fandon had to be. 
upheld, then it was the confen who handled things. 
Handled them crisply and well, too, as I saw on more 
than one occasion. Where there was a bnf fanzine 
type who was also a confan type, he, at the con, 
quite obviously fit in well.

[...Jwhen a fan who was a fnz type fan and young was 
involved, he was usually, by comparison ^with t’oth
ers, a nonentity.Ncw these are harsh words, but it 
was not until late on in the con at Cleveland that I 
caught so much as a glimpse of people with whan I 
could discuss Atan and WFW and Who Sawed Courtney’s 
Boat and ’-’ and ’/’ and poctsarcds and fully certi
fied sex fiends [...] (apart fran Lee Hoffinan and 
Bloch and Tucker and a very few more). Even then the 
conversation was hard going. They werex shy. And, 
what is far more to the point, very few of them, hy
peractive though they were at the tine, are still 
around. The US fanzine scene is composed of, in the 
main, youngsters, who flare up and die. The confen 
go on forever, like- the combined fnz and con fen 
over here. True, ny friends, hard words.

This is not to say that there are no fnzfen in the 
US who are primarily fnz fen and who are also mature 
and long-lasting. Of course there are. But, by de
finition, if I didn’t meet them at the Cleveland con 
they were not the 100 per cent con types that I did 
meet there (apart fran those who because of distance 
couldn’t make it). I inet a whole raft of first class 
people around the country who were fnztype fen, and 
who hadn’t made it to the con and who wished they 
had; not all the US fnzfen were the shy inarticulate 
gazelles I talked to. }

And there I suppose you have one of the basic reasons 
for this old disagreement. A person can only judge 
what he knows of his society on the basis of the 
people he meets or knows in it. Things can take 
place to the nth degree involving many people in the 
society; unless the person in question knows enough 
about the others, he will be unaware of what is going 
on. It is manifestly difficult for anyone except the 
few present to know what’s going on in a smoke-filled 
roan at a con, where all kinds of high policy are 
discussed and settled. When the results are seen, 
unless explanations are offered, how can you tell for 
certain who did what and when? If you do not keep 
up with the fmz then how do you expect to know what 
is going on in the major world of fandon? To be able 
to see round all sides of these questions demands a 

sort of encyclopedic knowledge; and it is pretty safe 
to say that there is no one in fandon today with a full 
knowledge of what is going on in the current fandon. 
Plenty of folk know a great deal, and keep up; but 
knowing^ it all is reserved for none of this Earth.

To revert to Doc Smith for a monent. I’m not at all 
clear if the row began merely because he was queried 
as a voter, and the angry reply was that, by Ghu, he 
could stand for candidate, too, if needs be. That 
isn’t important; the incident was merely the trigger 
that released the charge that had been building up, out 
of the divergent beginnings of TAFF.

Walter’s experience had been of a group of friends 
clubbing together to bring him across because they knew 
him and liked him. It was a personal thing, a very 
precious, wonderful gesture.

Don's experience had been one of disappointment that 
a friend hadn’t been able to cane across, and a gener
ous throwing open of the offer to anyone who could man
age it. He wasn’t bothered who came; he didn’t even 
want a hand in this person’s selection. It was a very 
precious, wonderful gesture—and an all-entoracing 
gesture.

Even though the fund started off with the proposals, . 
No. 3, which I have quoted, on a pretty wide front, and 
with US participation, the clash was inevitable. That 
it began as it did was a trifle; that people began to 
chant slogans originating in things not said by the 
opposite side was to be deplored; and that it threat- 
ened TAFF was just darn silly. Of course fans are 
human (...) Fandon is composed of articulate people and 
so they say what they think and Degler take the hind
most. Rows in fandon are part of its nature; it dis
tressed me personally that ny friends were being slang
ed on each other's account by other friends (...) You 
'have to watch carefully to see who is irelicious in 
their feuds; their reputations precedes them as a 
stinking miasma and trufen tolerate them (sane don’t, 
of course) and do not allow themselves to becone in
volved. This TAFF argument under discussion was a 
clean fought debate, thank Gnu. It was not until la
ter, and newer people crept in, that things changed; 
but then TAFF was a united body, well able to defend 
itself against the cankers.

[...Jwhen Walter handed over the reins to me [in 1955] 
I was faced with the debris of the quarrel I have just 
outlined, and a shining ideal combined of the enthusi
asms of Walter and Don, with the idealistic aspirations 
of Walter and the hard-headed practicality of Don. As 
a team, they were perfectly fitted to work together 
once they had decided what the task was. My task was 
equally clear, My friends were busily arguing amongst 
themselves about who and what was a sf fan; I had to 
run TAFF. '

I could quite clearly see and agree with Walter’s con
tention that a fan had to know who he was voting for.
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Die spirit in which TAFF was founded did not include 
the situation where a fan is approached in a clubroom 
and asked for money and a vote for someone of whom he 
has never heard, or, in the normal course of things, is*' 
ever likely to hear. Either he doesn't keep in touch 
with world fandom, or the candidate doesn't. Is it 
true to say that the only way to keep in touch with 
world fandom is through the fanmagazines? You answer 
that one, it's a finger exercise. On the other hand, 
I have five fingers—I could quite clearly see Don's 
contention that if TAFF was to do what it set out to c - 
dp, namely got a fan across the big pond at regular inter
vals, then we would have to secure cash from whatever 
sources were available. I am given to understand by var
ious US fen that the US fan won't part with cash unless 
he has a vote. If true, this meant that all kinds of 
votes would be coming in, inorder to secure cash in a 
mere mundane greed for money that completely contraven
ed the fannish spontaneity of the original TAFF idea. 
That sickened some of the truf a old guard. The hard
headed old guard were amazed that fen could be so 
woolly-minded and idealistic as to suppose that enough 
cash could be collected on a spontaneous basis.

It has been proved that US fen will donate without a 
vote, as if we thought they wouldn' t. But that is a 
sample of inaccurate information that comes the way of 
a TAFF administrator. Because of misreporting of what 
the fnz fans were supposed to claim, the non-fnz fen 
were hurt at not being called fans. All this is old 
hat now, but it does point up the sort of situation 
obtaining when Don Ford and I set the ball rolling 
on the 1956 elections.

It should be madevery clear that though Wal ter had handed 
over to me, he remained very active in TAFF framework 
and consistently supported and encouraged it. His ad
vice was always valuable and his gift of clear think
ing extraordinarily helpful. During the elections of 
1956 and 1957 Don Ford was the senior administrator, 
as the fan was coming from the US side of the big pond. 
During 1958 I was senior, as it was an East-West visit.

(...) Don handled the 1956 elections competently, to 
the extent that he arranged for TAFF to go through that 
year. There was a little discrepency in vote-counting 
which came to light, was discussed, Don's system was 
rejected, and the system we now have was reinstated. 
Again, TAFF was going through a formative period. 
This was the first US election and the first time any
one was coming from their side.

It will be interesting, for a variety of reasons, to 
quote the results of the 1956 election. I have a copy 
of FEZ handy, dated March, 1956. Lee Hoffman 362, 
Forty ackerman 177, Dave Kyle 109, Lou Tabakow 61, G. 
M. Carr 50, Wally Weber 37, Hal Shapiro 10, Kent Corey 
8. (...) The leaders were whole fen, the others local 
vhlte-haired boys (I've met them, incidentally, and 
they are wonderful fans, real fine guys) disliked or 
unknown for the remainder.

The demand that candidates should at least be well 
known to the other side of the pond was now an integ
ral part of the TAFF idea, arising (...) from the 
force of circumstances than [through] design; only one 
string of the original TAFF idea having that object 
strongly in mind. (...) this idea, independent of who 
stands for election, will prevail. Should Augustus 
Bickerstaff decide to stand, and no one has heard of 
our Gus (an unlikely event) he will receive no votes. 
Alternatively, you have to make sure he doesn't go out 
and buy up all the votes in sight with women and strong 
liquor and old copies of Vargo Statton.

Unfortunately, Lee Hoffman backed out, and regretably 
left rather late, so that there was no time for the 
next in line, Forry Ackerman, to make arrangements. 
Dave Kyle had had not polled the required quarter of total 
votes so TAFF lapsed that year. Lee came over on her ' 
own power, as did Dave. But the TAFF funds were intact.

We went forward into 1957, the year of the first truly « 
Worldcon. Don had worked like a beaver in getting out 
ballot forms and publicity, and although the 3-for-l 
voting system was still in operation, if everyone knew 
that, we all started even. Anyway, it was a US elec
tion and under the original system they were entitled 
to handle it how they liked.' That we here didn't like 
the system meant merely that we would handle ours dif
ferently. It was publicly said by Don that as the 
election was under way it could go through as it was, 
and a definite scheme be worked out later that was 
acceptable. This is what happened; it has all been 
settled now, and is a matter of history.

I must re-iterate that what I say is what I see; I can 
be wrong. On reading back, I notice one or two small 
points that could have been better framed. Like that 
it was not 4e's idea to set up a fund to bring him 
across, but to bring a British fan across (later chang
ed to the Big Pond Fund). 4e himself was asked to trav- 
el by Anglofen; but was unable to do so and did him
self contribute a greet d-ad. cf nmey under different 
names. And if I have left out a great deal of the 
bickering that went on, it is because it is best for
gotten, and only those sections that have a bearing 
on why we do now that we do have been mentioned.

For 1957 the slate was: Stuart Hoffman, George Nims 
Raybin, Ed McNulty, Robert A. Madle, Forrest Ackerman 
(who withdrew almost immediately), Boyd Raeburn, Dick 
Ellington, and Richard Eny.

Over here a great deal of campaign material for Dick 
By was circulated. How the candidates stacked up in 
the Uj wes virtually unknown; many of them were just 
names. Remembering that although very many US fen 
knew me prior to ny trip, quite a number, as is the 
way of things, didn't. I felt confident that whoever 
was elected would be received in the same generous way 
as was Pamela and me. In the event, I was right. 
The election was held and Bob Madle elected.

On the heels of this, I was made aware that there were 
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rumors circulating in fandom that there had been vote 
buying. Putting aside the difference in approach to 
elections here fran that in the US, I felt that Bob 
Madle himself would not have been vote buying, as 
would not others on the slate; but that if arything 
should come of these rumors then the obvious suffer
er would' be the man elected. However innocent he 
was, he would suffer. I was very troubled. I wrote 
to Don and asked him what went on.

Everything blew up.

(...) There are a few facts that sb far have not . 
been made public. After, the ruckus, it was settled 
pretty satisfactorily that there had been vote buy
ing by at least one fan. Bob Madle did not buy any 
votes.' What happened is that a chance remark was 
passed on, had grown in the re-telling, had become 
big enough to harm reputations, and had been jutped 
on by a shrill-voiced caucus to air their own griev
ances.

One of the candidates had approached a wk fan and had 
said, in essence, that since TAFF was such a good 
thing, he would put up the 50$ so the fan could vote 
for him. This the fan repeated in casual conversa
tion to another bnf, who is a Very Good Man, in the 
presence of another candidate. The bnf felt a little 
steamed up; after all, was this the way TAFF was to 
be run? It so happens that this bnf is one of the 
Quiet Americans. He is the soul of . kindness and gen
erosity, with an immaculate sense of honor and has 
one of the finest reputations both in the US and over 
here of any fan living. He is a big time confan and 
has contributed to the fnzfield a solid body of use- b 
ful work. He has the welfare of . TAFF at heart in the । .
same way all wholefans have. He was writing a let
ter to a fan in England and. mentioned what he had 
been told, and although the terms of that letter are 
not known, they were most probably strongly deroga
tory of the vote-buying candidate’s actions.

Assure that the candidate had not been vote-buying. 
That the wk fan (that means well known, to avoid mis
understandings) had misinterpreted the remark, that 
it had been merely that TAFF was worth 50$ or seme
thing similar. No one now is going to go on record 
as saying that this candidate did in fact buy votes. 
(Seme already have, but that’s another story.) (...) • • s
The English fan, rather naturally, passed on this in
formation, and reached me, quite possibly, third or 
fourth hand. It had grown fuzzy by that time. 
Qthers were talking about it. I had to find out 
about it, to get the truth. To do this I wrote to 
Don Ford.

In the interim, the small party who had beencemp- 
aigning for Dick' Eny and who couldn’t believe that 
Bob Madle had won, seized on this as being the ex
planation for who nibbled the favorite. Whilst I was 
trying to pursue quiet1 enquiries, a hullaballoo broke. 1 was not Irish Fandom, it was not the stateside friends

I should like to make it quite clear that Walter Wil
lis of Ballyhackamaore was not—repeat, not—one of1 
those people screaming dirty politics, etc. He only 
came into the act at a later date. Dick Eny, also, 
was not connected with the rumor mongering. This was 
not a case, as has been suggested, of sour grapes on 
the part of Dick Eny—he is a great fan and took the 
course of the election in fine spirit—but of a very 
small vociferous body who failed to appreciate that 
Madle was a bnf when they wore three-cornered trous
ers and who was still known in the American fan field. 
(He must have been, lock at all the votes he collect
ed from equally well known bnfs.) It was an example 
of the American confen of later years having been fnz 
fen earlier on.

(...) Itam happy to report that as of now both Dick 
Eny and Bob Madle have cane out of it with their. repu
tations intact—enhanced, if anything.

(...) I am in the invidious position of having to cast 
out the beam before the moat has shifted. I had won
dered whether or not my pro writing disqualified me 
fran standing as a TAFF delegate. As I had taken a 
job to earn cash in case I was elected, at the tine I 
was not a professional. But, really and truly, I am. 
Equally so, Bob Madle cannot be called a fanzine type 
fan, not those days just pre-election anyway. He has 
cone into the fan publishing field again, though, of 
recent days, and he was putting out FANTASCTE^CE DI
GEST back in 1937. That was before a lot of the fen 
who were creating [the fuss ??] were bom, of course 
you can see their argument, but fandan is a continu
ous growth; it didn’t just start the day you, sir, or 
you, madam, joined up. This is one of those knotty 
problems that can only be solved actual individual 
cases, each dealt with on its c^n merits.

(...) I am finding this task of writing a history of 
TAFF axchastly job. I have steadfastly eschewed men
tioning anyone’s name in a derogatory context. I will 
try to adhere to this. I have ny own strong opinions, 
of course. There are and have been feuds and argu
ments over TAFF going on a long time now. I have 
friends on most sides of the arguments. If I think 
a friend is wrong it is ny responsibility to say so. 
And the best way to do this is not to take the nega
tive attitude and say you and you, fugghead, are wrong 
but to take the positive attitude that this is what 
should be done. (...) You can have your fights and 
feuds as much as you like, but just remember that you 
are fighting over TAFF, which is an idea that goes on, 
and does not .stop because of the fights. (...) I dis
approve most strongly of certain insultingly worded 
slanging matches that have teen going on. Let’s ar
gue like gentlemen, not urchins with four-letter an- 
glo-saxon words for a staple vocabulary. It takes all 
the fun out of arguments if you descend to those levels.

I have to make clear tliat the little vorciferous group 



of Eny. Whatever may have later been said, at the 
time the rumors floated about detatched fran reality, 
the storm clouds brewing were really arid truly wait
ing to settle about the shoulders of the old argument 
—fanzine fan or not. {...]

Bob Madle was not, at the time of his election, a fan
zine fan. He was, however, well known and respected 
in the US, he was known to a ranter of fans over here 
and as a choice for taffman was first class. Under 
the original terms the sponsoring country was left to 
choose their own candidate. There had been a mention, 
as Chuck [Harris ??] has rightly pointed out, that the 
candidates should be fairly well known on both sides. 
I think that Bob was ’fairly’ well known. Certainly 
he wasn’t as well known over here as I was in the 
States; but that was one of those things. Locked at 

- purely fran the viewpoint of the spirit which brought
Walter over in 1952, Bob Madle was not the fanzine fan 
type we were looking for. But locked at in the light 

" of the original Don Ford CFG Ashfield fan fund (The 
British Fan Fund) he was an ideal choice. as TAFF 
today is carposed of both these strings of parentage, 
as I have attempted to point out, Bob was a fair 
choice for TAFF.

Unless, you all decide to split TAFF right down the 
middle and set up two distinct funds, one to bring a 
oonfen to a convention, the other to bring a fanzine 
type fan to a con to meet his correspondents, you have 
to accept a caipranise. On the face of it, the oonfen 
have the money and the fnzfen the contacts. Yet the 
fnzfen were able to bring Walter across in 1952. No
thing is clear cut in all this except the single feet 
that to run TAFF successfully you must steer as clear 
a course as you can through the murk and dust of com
peting factions. That I can see both sides of the 
problem is my misfortune; it’s my emotions that are 
torn up when friends bicker.

After the successful 1957 election, Bob Madle took 
over as US TAFF administrator. Don Ford, like Walter 
Willis, remained on the advisory committee, ready to 
give help and encouragement. Some of the strife of 
the ’Vote Buying Rumors’ still clings; but if I have 
been successful in showing that a modus operand! can 
be found for TAFF, that old conflict can be laid to 
rest alongside the Great Staple War and the Cosnic 
Circle and Operation Armageddon and suchlike cause । 
Celebes of their day

During the 1958 elections, I was far too busy to be
come involved [in bickering that did not directly con
cern TAFF]. I’m for TAFF and for no one else. If the 
person running the affair is dragged into bickerings, 
then just vho do you trust to see the thing through? 
I figure I owe too much to TAFF and to the friends I 
have made in fandon to let TAFF go by default whilst 
I’m busy arguing with people who want things done 
their way and don’t give a hang about the greater good 
Of fandon (If you accept the concept that fandon is 
worth working for, that is).

TAFF started in a fine famish spirit, disagreements 
arose as to the way in which it should be run, the ad
ministrators, in their various ways, ignored or list
ened to the suggestions, and today TAFF is a famish 
institution of which all you listening fen can be proud. 
Yes—proud. Think of it. Here we are, an amorphous 
bunch of people, all interested as a basis in sf (the 
odd man who is in fandom without reading sf is rare and 
can be discounted) reading and writing and collecting 
and publishing and con attending—and we club together 
and send one of our ranter 3,000 miles and this year 
nearer 5,000 to attend a strange convention in a 
strange land, which turns cut to be not strange at all. 
Y’know TAFF is something of which to be proud and all 
the bickering in fandom won’t stop TAFF fran going a- 
head. It's on its way to even greater things.

Like the original TWO-WAY Transatlantic fan fund, Yes? 7 

A HLUEPRQJT

As you will have guessed fran the preceding sections of ’ 
this report, I am making no attempts to turn this into 
a long-faced serious and constructive screed, nor an I 
frothing off in an esoteric famish burst of glee. So 
the following rules that are currently in use by all 
TAFF adodnistrators are presented in the famish way of 
freedom, coupled with a certain restraint. They are 
not listed in any particular order of merit.

1. A permanent Two-Way Transatlantic Fan Fund shall be 
set up to help both British and American fen to attend 
each other's conventions. (This category included 
Irish, Canadian and Continental fans, also.)

2. The ballot shall be secret. Each fan must sign his 
own paper and no proxy votes are allowed. No block 
votes are allowed. Each fan may vote once only.

3. Each voter is allowed a first, a second, and a 
third choice. If he wishes he may leave blank any 
place, 1st, 2nd, or 3rd on the voting paper. He may 
not vote for one fan more than once. The first choice 
shall receive 3 points, the second 2, and the third 1. r 
Hipest total of points elects.

4. Should the elected candidate prove unable to travel, t 
the second shall be offered the opportunity and also 
the third, provided that they both received more than 
a quarter of the total votes cast.

5. Each candidate must sign a declaration that they 
are willing to go, cane what may, save an inpossible 
situation such as an act of God, etc.

6. Each candidate must be nominated by a panel of five 
well known fen, three from his side of the Atlantic and 
two fran the other.

7. The leading nominator must provide an election plat
form of about one hundred words, detailing why it is 
considered their candidate should be elected to go on 
TAFF.

. 8. Fen on both sides of the Atlantic shall be allowed 
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to vote in all elections, irrespective of which vsy 
the fund is operating this year.

9. A numinum sum shall be donated to the fund—at 
the present it is 2/6d or 50$—to entitle any one. fan 
to vote. More donations over and above this are both 
welcome and requested.

10. In order to be entitled to vote, a person shall 
be a science fiction fan and shall to shew this be 
active in fandcm to the extent of having subscribed to 
or contributed to or published at least one fanzine 
or have joined a reputable fanclub or organization 
prior to six months before the closing date for nom
inations (in both cases). This is a matter for the 
conscience of the fan; the decision on any point is ~ 
the administrator's and that is final.

As feept wmctmj ha wad&A, he m dna^ting 
STEAM on MenaiZ, and Zt^hoM Znthe mfbui o^ typo* 
and o^ conAtnuetion. STEAM, VoZ 4, #4,nan
25 pages, ao ZtZ6 obuZouA that Zb an 
edttted uCMZon o^ ZZ. anyone wanZA cl Zvi genen.- 
ation photocopy, I can have one nun o^ at the ZocaZ 
copy cente/L cut the note o£ 10$ a page-^2.50 £on. a 
copy, and 39$ fan. poAtage, ZeX ua My.

This excerpt is not being included to stir up long- 
dead feuds—it’s been nearly 30 years since they were 
fought, after all—but to bring home the point that 
the arguments about TAFF have been around, and were 
battled over quite fiercely, ever since TAFF’s incep
tion.

Though fandom has grown through the years, its base 
has widened, fringe groups increased— the same matters 
are still being discussed, ar;and fought over. It 
shouldn't be any wonder that often the older, more vet- 

. eran fen refuse to enter the debates—the entire mat
ter must be so old-hat, so stale, that they’re bored 
to tears. I can just see the grizzled fen casting 
their eyes up heavenward—’’Oh, ghod; not again!1'

I found Bulmer’s account quite interesting for a var
iety of reasons. I had had no idea that CFG was in 
any way involved with TAFF’s roots, nor that the in
itial funding for TAFF came from convention fans. 
(I’d be willing to bet that there are a number of 
more veteran fen that didn’t know or had forgotten 
that, too) Though I knew the fanzine fan/convention 
fan differentiation went back a lo-o-ong way, I did 
not know that arguments about who is a fan or who is 
eligible to stand for TAFF took place so early in 
TAFF’s existence. Though I had heard about the so- 
called ‘Vote Buying Rumor’ that Bulmer discusses, 
his confident prediction that the truth bad won out 
apparently was in error—for the versions I’ve had 
told to me, and some came from Britfen, blamed Bob 
Madle for the fuss. I particularly appreciated this 
facet of STEAM, and now find nyself wondering how it 
came to be that the distorted version was dissemin
ated so widely rather than the facts as Buhner says 
they were.

Fandom. ’Tis a puzzlement.

Perhaps the greatest lesson to be learned from read
ing fannish historical documents like STEAM is that 
there is no such thing in fandom as a ‘settled’ point.

And yet, and yet...just as public discussion of the 
political system in use by one’s country rehashes anci
ent points that have been supposedly thrashed out for 
centuries, it is a ghood thing to continue the discus
sion of fannish matters which have bothered fandom for 
decades. True, affairs may not be settled for all 
time, no matter how much those concerned wish it to be 
so, but they can be settled for the time being. At the 
very least, they can be settled in one’s own mind. To 
air conflicting positions, to discuss varying view
points, to pause and take a good hard look at the world 
about oneself, to establish one’s own thinking on an 
issue; all of these are Ghood Things, ‘to ny mind.

Fannish tides ebb and flow, they do not remain static. 
This year’s contretemps becomes a joke five years down 

f the road, and in another decade is simply a part of 
fan history. New fans come in, old fans leave or die, 
some fans flare up like novas and are never heard from 
again, gafiates are resurrected and fandom seems to 
find a new life. The Traditions are passed on, both 
by printed means and through the spoken word. Errors 
creep in, sometimes they’re corrected and sometimes 
they are not—gee, it’s just like Real Life, ain’t it.

There are many fans out there who don’t care to discuss 
fandom or their place in its working. They’re more 
concerned with when the next convention is occurring, 
or who’s throwing the next party, or idien they’ll next 
see a hilarious fanzine chockful of fumy fannish 
things. To them, fandom is simply a source of amuse
ment, a place ^ere they can idle away some time, and 
take their minds off their mundane lives. And that’s 
a valid way of looking at fandom—but it’s not the only 
way.

For those who look at Fandom As A Way Of Life, and even 
for some of the FUAGDHers, fandom is inportant because 
it is a facet of their lives, a piece of their exis
tence and as such Matters to them. We all find amusing 
moments in fandom, amusing things to do, amusing people 
to be with—else why would we ever have involved our
selves in the first place? But because fandom is com
posed of people, unique individuals one and all, there 
will be serious moments and serious matters to discuss. 
There are always two sides to human interaction, some
times far more than to, Perhaps as many facets as 
there are human beings, come to think of it....

To wrap up this issue, I’d like to thank those who WAHF 
(were also heard from)—I’ve misplaced the list, but 
You know who You are. >.and why not write again, soon? 
Last stencil typed September 26, 1985. Late again....

20.



DUFF 1986 AUSTRALASIA to NORTH AMERICA

DUFF: THE Down Under Fan Fund was created in 1972 to encourage closer ties between 
fans in Australasia and North America. With host coun

tries alternating each year, there have been 13 exchanges of fan representatives since, 
supported entirely by voluntary contributions from fans all over the world. DUFF dele
gates visit a major SF Convention in the host country and visit with fans they might 
otherwise never meet in person. DUFFers are treated as special guests, and are always 
well looked after.

DONATIONS: DUFF exists solely on the donations and contributions of fans, and always 
welcomes material for auction, and donations of money. There will be auc

tions of DUFF material at future cons. Contributions can be brought to the con, or sent 
to the local administrator. Anyone may contribute, even if ineligible to vote, and do
nations in excess of the voting donation are gratefully accepted. Cheques should be made 
out to Robbie or Marty Cantor (in North America) and Jack R. Herman (in Australasia).

VOTING: Any fan active in fandom before January, 1985, may vote. Ballots must be 
signed and be accompanied by a donation of, at least, $2. Each person is al

lowed only one vote. If you think your name may not be known by the administrator, 
please include the name of a fan or fan group who can vouch for you. We will not count 
unverifiable votes.

ALL VOTES MUST REACH AN ADMINISTRATOR BY NO LATER THAN FEBRUARY 28, 1986.

DUFF used the "Australian" Preferential system of balloting to guarantee an automatic 
run-off and a majority win. You rank the candidates in order of preference (1, 2, 3...). 
If there is no absolute majority for one candidate after the first count of votes, first 
place votes for the lowest-ranking candidate are dropped and the second place votes on 
those ballots ate assigned to the candidates named. This goes on until one candidate 
has a majority. It is therefore important to vote for second, third, etc places, espe
cially if you choose to write-in a candidate. (You are not required to fill in more than 
your name, address and first choice.)

CANDIDATES: Each candidate has posted a $10 bond, provided written nominations, and 
has promised (barring Acts of God) to travel to the 1986 World SF Con

vention, ConFederation, in Atlanta, Georgia, Labour Day Weekend 1986. In the cases of 
multiple candidacies, DUFF pays for ONE set of fares, accommodation and expenses. 
Platforms are reproduced on the reverse side and the ballot is below.

ADMINISTRATORS: R- & Cantor, 11565 Archwood, North Hollywood, CA 91606, USA
J.R. Herman, Box 272, Wentworth Bldg, U. of Sydney, Australia 2006

I vote for (list 1, 2, 3, etc)
Signa ture___  

Sally Beasley ______
Name & Address (Print)______________________________ 

Terry Frost 

Mark Loney/Michelle Muysert 

Morley/Pr ide/S tathopoulos ______
If you think you may be unknown be the adminis- 

(write-in) trator, please give the name of a fan or fan
group to whom you are known:

Hold Over Funds

No Preference



CANDIDATE'S PLATFORMS

SALLY Beasley; I had been involved in fandom since 1971, on the fringes of Britfandom, 
but only discovered F*A*N*D*O*M when I emigrated to Australia in 1977.

Since then, I have been involved in the programming and running of serveral local con
ventions, and organised baby-sitting for Aussiecon II. I am in several apas - ANZAPA, 
A Woman's Apa, and CRAPA/PI. I have not published my own fanzine (despite good inten
tions for 6 years plus!) but promise to publish a trip report if elected and then, who 
knows? I support Worldcons ANYWHERE OTHER THAN Perth.

Nominators: Alyson Abramowitz, Valma Brown, Eric Lindsay, Marc Ortlieb, Amy Thomson, 
and others.

TERRY Frost: Vote the Frost Team. Writing a DUFF platform while selling memberships 
to Capcon 87 (The Australian Natcon) ((free plug)) at Aussiecon II ain’t 

easy. Don't let the list of nominators fool you - they were selected very carefully for 
their sterling qualities in order to give the Frost bid a touch of class it otherwise 
lacks. Wit, intelligence, cordiality, beard (one), housetraining, cartooning skill, 
funny accent, the ability to stay awake for long periods of time and silliness I already 
have. Also, Karen Vaughan, my fiancee, will, if I win, be accompanying me on a DUFF trip 
cum honeymoon.

Nominators: Mike Glyer, Leanne Frahm, Ken Ozanne, Paul Stevens, Art Widner.

Mark LoNEY/MiCHELLE MuYSERT: (Michelle) I am a New Zealander and have been involved in 
fandom in Wellington, Aukland, Melbourne and Perth, where

I live currently. I'm small, furry and very friendly, I love room parties, and I'd love 
to go to Confederation.
(Mark) I am a large furry West Australian making up the second half of the Muysert/Loney 
trans-Australasian DUFF bid. My first con was Swancon II in 1976 and my first fanzine 
was THE SPACE WASTREL (with Mr. Warner) in 1979. Michelle and I have been a joint fanact 
since 1983 and we'd really like to meet you all at ConFederation.

Nominators: Justin Ackroyd, Alexis Gilliland, Irwin Hirsch, Peter Toluzzi, Roger Weddall 
and others.

Lewis MORLEY, Marilyn Pride, Nick StATHOPOULOS: (Lewis speaks on Nick and Marilyn's be
half) Having been into rubber for some 

time, I was delighted to find that fandom held a niche in which I could flourish and fes
ter. Together with Nick and Marilyn, I discovered a group of caring and interesting peo
ple who encouraged us to always push ourselves further. My personal interests have in
cluded regular entries in Masquerades which let me enjoy absurd behaviour in complete 
anonymity. Most importantly, I feel that Nick, Marilyn, and I represent a VISUAL face 
to fandom: while our written contributions have been fairly sparse, in creating a tan
gible aroma (for want of a better word) in the field of fan Art, we feel "strong" enough 
to give fans overseas a good idea of what Australian fans are about. And being VISUAL 
we promise a trip report with SLIDES!!!

Nominators: Forrest J. Ackerman, Sally Beasley, Terry Dowling, Van Ikin, Joyce Scrivner 
and others.

Reproduction of this ballot.is encouraged; please copy text verbatim (correcting typoes).

Original Ballot typed up by Jack R. Herman, August 29, 1985. This copy produced by Jackie 
Causgrove & Dave Locke from a copy done by Marty & Robbie Cantor on 9/5/85.
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0 0 0 P P S ’ ! !
(or, WHY THIS ISSUE IS SO BLASTED LATE...)

The last stencil was cut for EITLE FIVE on September 26th, 1985. I was 
running a bit behind schedule, but not too badly considering that my 
back had decided to impose a two-stencils-per-day limit on me. Friday 
afternoon I could run off the stencils and take the entire weekend to 
collate, staple, address and stamp; Boring work, but a piece of cake 
to do. The mimeo started malting Strange Noises about halfway through 
the ^Sia-numbered stencils. Thirty sheets into P. 17, there was a tiny 
'click', and the machine stopped rolling. Mid-Run Crisis had struck 
once more.... It was 5:05 P.M., just in time to ruin any chance of ob
taining advice and/or parts from a repair shop before Monday. I spent 
the weekend fiddling with the Gestetner, and finally spotted the prob
lem; a flat metal band that had something to do with directing the mo
tor’s power to the rotating cylinder was broken, and hung over a shaft 
in an utterly useless position. The motor would run, but nothing else 
would. I tried cranking it by hand, and it would roll quite nicely— 
until I engaged the feed lever. Then it would jam up and lock tight. 
I took it into the dealer Monday afternoon. When I showed the trouble 
site to tlie repairman, he shook his head sadly. It was a broken clutch 
assembly. Assuming parts could be obtained for it (the Model 366 had 
been in production for only a 2 year period), it would take nearly two 
hours to dismantle the works and reassemble it after the part was re
placed. Rough guess at cost; $260. And that was not counting the 
additional time and parts needed to correct the jamming symptom, which 
was what caused the clutch assembly to break in the first place.

Though this place was a Roneo dealership, the repairman was a former 
serviceman for Gestetner, and knows the machines well (and works at a 
much lower rate than Dear Old Gestetner charges). He had taken in four 
Gestetners from a local business school in trade for new Roneos. One 
of the Gestetners was a Model 466, the Older Brother to the 366. It 
had sat in a storeroom for about a year, and would need clean-up and 
adjustment, but I could have it for $200. Bill Bowers and I co-own the 
machine, and he liad given me carte blanche on the repairs (he pays 50%), 
but even so, I wanted his okay first. It took me most of the day to 
get through to him (he'd had a M.D.s appointment for allergy testing 
that day, naturally...) and I'd finally decided to contact the shop and 
tell the repairman to go ahead. Ten minutes later Bowers called. He 
choked a bit at the estimate for repairs, and gave the go-ahead to get 
the used machine. (I didn't have the nerve to tell him I'd already 
ordered it; but, actually, what else could we have done? Pay twice as 
much to fix the 366? Didn't make sense to me.) It took three days to 
ready the machine. That brought me flat up against the deadline for the 
Apa I co-edit with Dave Locke. Time out to type out eight stencils for 
it. That, in turn, brought me flat up against the mailing deadline for 
the Apa. Time out to run off the material for it. Then I could finish 
EITLE's stencils (one had to be re-cut) and figure out the Mysteries of 
the 466. As is obvious, I had a few problems. Some pages are under
inked, some over-inked. Words appear and disappear seemingly at whim... 
the corflu was too thick and corrections were, varyingly, hard to imposs
ible to print. -'-Siglr.' But at last tire task is done. The zine is 3/4s 
collated, and only this page remains to run off. Sorry it took so long; 
I'll try to do better next issue....

— Jackie Causgrove, October 7, 1985
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Jackie Causgrove 
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Cincinnati, OH 45236
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